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Rockets miss Fire damages Mr. Gatti's
coalition base
By The Associated Press
KANDAHAR. Afghanistan (AP)
— Four rockets were fired today at a
military base used by U.S.-led coalition forces, but all failed to hit the
airfield, officials said.
A Canadian military spokesman
said only two of the rockets,
launched at dawn with a time-delay
Mechanism, managed to get within 1
1/2 miles of Kandahar air base and
its runway, the apparent target.
"A rocket attack was launched in
direction of the Kandahar airfield
and missed its target," said Canadian
Navy Lt. Luc Charron.
Charron said six rockets had been
aimed at the base, but two misfired
and two fell short just 3(X) yards
from the launch site three miles
away and did not detonate. They
Were found by a Canadian patrol.
whose combat engineers -destniyed
all four missiles.
Charron said officials were investigating. The 107mm rockets were
apparently Chinese-made and similar to ones used in an April attack

against the base.
It ,was the second attack in the
Kandahar area in.. three days.
Kandahar is in the middle of an election for delegates to represent
Afghanistan's southern provinces at
the national grand council, or loya
jirga, that will select a new government in Kabul from June 10-15.
A bomb exploded outside the
palace of Kandahar's provincial
governor Gul Agha on Saturday,
injuring one man and causing light
damage. Officials said the attack
may have been carried out by
Islamic radical groups seeking to
upset the elections.
A group of U.S. special forces
members are also staying in the governor's office compound, and U.S.
Army reservists involved in humanitarian projects are working out, of
the complex.
Heavy fire from assault rifles was
heard in Kandahar city in the early
morning hours today, but there has
been no official explanation for it.

•See Page 2

AED efforts were
honored Monday
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Members of the Community
- Healthcare Foundation felt they hada need to celebrate. Surpassing a
goal many felt was impossible to
meet was reason enough.
In March, the Fopndation began
External
Automated
their
Defibrillator (AED) campaign and
made a goal to raise the funds to
purchase 15 by June I.
Foundation Executive Director
Kathie Pierce said she questioned if
it could be done.
"Not only did we reach our goal,
but we will be placing 21 AEDs that
the money has been raised for,".she
said.
Now the group is gearing up for
its next goal — to have more than 40
devices placed before the end of
2002. and train 300 people on how
,
to use them.
"We are celebrating Phase I of
the project and we are extremely
happy about this." Ken Winters,
Foundation chairman. said.

This is something
we hope to pass on to all
the counties in the
Purchase area.

I9
—Ken Winters
Community Healthcare
Foundation chairman
Winters said he was extremely
proud at what the Foundation and all
the committees have accomplished.
"Public relations and the efforts
of the Fundraising committee has
made it possible to go beyond what
we expected," he said.
Winters also mentioned Pierce is
working on a grant with Trigg and
Marshall counties to help develop
an AED program in their areas.
"This is something we hope to
pass on to all the counties in the
Purchase area." Winter,said.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
An official ruling on the cause
of a fire that caused heat damage
to Murray's Mr. Gatti's restaurant, 804 Chestnut St., late
Monday evening and early
Tuesday morning will not be
available until at least Thursday,
according to a spokesperson for
the Murray Fire Department.
The ruling will likely not be
made until an investigation is
conducted by Murray Fire
Inspector Dickie Walls, the
spokesperson said. Walls is currently taking part in fire training
and will not return until
Wednesday.
Ryan Lawyer. an assistant
manager at Mr. Gatti's, said this
morning that the fire had been
started by someone tossing a lit
cigarette into the mulch outside
the building.
There were no .signs thgt the
fire had been intentionally set.
Lawyer said.
The fire department received a
call about the fire at 11:22 p.m
Monday. Five trucks and 16 fire
fighters. including off-duty per
sonnet. were called to the scene
Upon their arrival, heavy smoke
could be seen at the front of and
inside the restaurant.
According to a MFD report,
fire was found going up the exterior_ wall by the building's front
door. The fire was extinguished,
and the plywood from the outer
wall was removed to ensure that
the fire was out.
Firefighters then entered the
building and pulled down the
ceiling panels to cheek for fire
damage.. Upon inspection, heat
damage was discovered around
the building's attic area.
"We don't know the exact dol-
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LATE-NIGHT FIRE CALL ...
Murray Fire Department personnel were called to a reported fire at Mr. Gatti's restaurant,
located on Chestnut Street,
late Iasi evening, above photo.
arrival, firefighters
Upor
found fire going up the exterior front wall of the restaurant.
The fire was extinguished and
plywood from the outer wall
was removed to make sure the
fire was indeed out. photo at
right. An assistant manager at
Mr. Gatti's. Rvan Lawyer
reported that the restaurant
would be closed today and
re-open
could
possibly
Wednesday evening. An investigation into the blaze will be
conducted by MFD.

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
HAZEL, kc. — The City of Hazel approved
Its fiscal budget for 2002-2003.
The City Council gave a second reading to the
ordinance, accepting the budget of $58.673.33
total income with $43,941.28 going toward the
general fund and leaving a surplus of $14.732.05.
They also accepting $13,535 in revenue to the

fire fund with $12,000 in fire expenses, leaving
$1,535 in surplus.
In other business, the group discussed repairing and replacing playground equipment at the
Hazel Community Center.
The Hazel Lions Club agreed to do all the
labor on the project free of charge. The Lions
Club will fix the swings and the roof above the
swings. as well as fences and will re-roof the

The city has already made arrangements to
purchase new wood chips for the area which will
cost $700, and is looking into getting new picnic
tables for the pavilion, which is estimated to cost
$2.500.
The budget for the project is $5.000 and the
council approved the Lions Club to coordinate
with Council member Pat Latimer to complete
the project without exceeding the set budget.

pay i ion.

General Assembly sitting on huge surplus
such a request as an inasion of their
Richards said.
and turf.
Republican
But the
"That would be very difficult,"
Democratic leaders of the other
chamber, Senate President David said Hintze. who has worked in the
Williams of Burkesville and budget office for several governors.
Minority Leader David Karem of 'We never have. I expect we never
will. Being cognizant and butting in
Louisville. disagreed.
"I think it would be irresponsible are different things."
Karem, the Senate Democratic
for us to go any lower," Williams
said. "We don't have any other leader, said the legislature needs a
sources of money, as a separate cushion of $5 million to $8 million
unbudgeted expenses, raises and branch of government. We can't in its biennial budget of $77 million
readjust. We can't go to other agen- because it is an independent branch
higher operating increases.
of government and should not be in
Lawmakers should consider cies" for money."
While giving up more of the sur- the position of having to ask the
doing even more, state budget director Jim Ramsey said in an interview. plus would not offer a long-term executive branch to pay for unex"It would be an appropriate thing boost to revenues for such things as pected expenses, such as lawsuits,
for the legislature to look at. in teacher pay raises, the one-time audits, investigations and special
terms of providing additional funds infusion of funds could help in some sessions.
Williams noted that the legislafor other areas of the budget." areas.
Bill
continued to help out with the
ture
deputy,
his
and
Ramsey
said.
Ramsey
Some other states' legislatures Hintze, said taxpayers shouldn't budget crunch by not passing a bill
are doing that, and House Speaker expect Gov. Paul Patton or his aides to appropriate money for the special
Jody Richards of Bowling Green to make a direct request of the legis- session that ended last month,
welcomed Ramsey's suggestion. lature to give up more of its money instead paying the estimated
"We should enter into those kind of because lawmakers would view $517,3000 for it out of the surplus.
negotiations,-

General
Assembly
2002

www.murrayiedger.com
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Hazel approves 2002-03 budget

FRANKFORT. Ky. iAP)
While the executive and judicial
branches face more budget cuts and
a new fiscal year looms without
spending plans. the General
Assembly has a budget in place and
is sitting on a huge surplus.
Built up over nearly a decade. the
legislature has a $14 2 million surplus out of a $77 million biennial
budget.
The legislature has failed on two
occasions to pass an estimated $35
billion budget for the rest of state
government because of disagreements over whether $9 million
should be spent on partial public
financing of gubernatorial campaigns.
The surplus has dropped from
$16.7 million in the last two years
BRAND WILLIAMS! Ledger & Times photo
CELEBRATION .. Ken Winters, Community Healthcare because the legislature pitched in to
help balance the overall state budgFoundation Chairman addresses his pride in the AED project to
et. And the surplus is expected to
the group attending the celebration dinner. The AED project set drop to $8 million by mid-2003 as
a goal for June 1 to raise enough funds to purchase 15 AEDs. lawmakers use it to pay other
The Foundation has raised enough funds to purchase 21.
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Antique auction items being accepted TownCrier
Special to the Ledger
Plans for the second annual United Way
Antique Show, presented by the Murray Electric
System, are being finalized. The show is scheduled for June 29-30 at the
Regional Special Events
Center.
a
The show features an
Tila
•
**appraisal
fair on June 29
. „.
and an auction on June
30. The auction on
Sunday will start at 3:30 p.m. The auction will be
conducted by Farris Auction Company, W. Dan
Farris.('Al Auctioneer.
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[he auction will feature donated and consigned antiques and collectibles. The committee
working on the auction is currently accepting
donated items. To donate an item for the auction,
please contact Kay Ray at 753-5851, Dan Farris
at 492-8796 or Nancy Mieure at 492-6477.
All donated items are tax deductible.
Consigned items will be accepted at the
antique show on June 30 between the hours of 12
and 3 p.m., or you can pre-register a consigned
item by contacting Ray.
Pre-registered items will be publicized on the
antique show's Web site. There is a $10 entry fee
to consign an item, plus 10 percent of the selling

price will go to the United Way. A reserse may be The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
placed on consigned items.
All proceeds from the antique show will bene- • Epsilon Sigma Alpha Rush Event and salad supper will be held tonight
fit the agencies served by the United Way of from 6-8 p.m. at the Ellis Community Center at 630 Ellis Dr. Anyone interested in joining or learning more about the organization is welcome
Murray and Calloway County.
General admission to the-show is $3 per person; children 12 and under will be admitted free.
For more information regarding the antique
show, please call the Murray Tourism
Commission at 1-800-651-1603.
Additional information may also be obtained
on-line by visiting www.murraylink.com and
clicking on the antique link or at http://webpages.charter.net/donsno/antiqueshow/.

CIA says it told FBI of hijackers
meeting with terrorists in 2000
WASHINGTON (AP) — Both
the CIA and FBI knew as early as
January 2000 that one of the eventual Sept. II hijackers would be
attending a meeting of suspected alQaida members, a CIA official said
in the latest revelation amid growing
evidence of intelligence failures.
Word that the agencies had reason to be suspicious of Khalid
Almihdhar emerged as the Senate
and House intelligence committees
vowed to dig into what went wrong
before the terrorist attacks.
"We will certainly be able to
improve the capabilities thaty we
have to focus more on the threats
that actually exist.- Rep. Porter
Goss, R-Fla., chairman of the House
Intelligence Committee, said today
on NBC's "Today.
"That's going to happen, but
Americans are always going to have
to have a little vigilance. It's uncomfortable to know that we are the target and that people want to hurt us
just because of who we are.
"But, in fact, they do so even
though the national goverment and
local and state governments will do
their best to put up the best possible
defenses and the best warnings we
can. American citizens need to know

what's going on in this world of ter- until three weeks before the attacks,
rorism so they can take individual when the CIA. alerted to a large alsteps and make individual decisions Qaida operation in the offing, added
about their own lives."
the two men to a watch list that INS
Meeting in soundproofed, secure and State officials use. By this time,
rooms at the Capitol, lawmakers however, they were already in the
will take stock of an intelligence country.
community that overlooked clues
Almihdhar, in fact, already had
and didn't always share information been in and out of the United States
it had about the hijackers. The several times. The U.S. government
closed door hearings begin Tuesday had given him a multiple entry visa
before going public June 25.
enabling him the freedom to come
The intense scrutiny has led to and go as he pleased. Both hijackers
fingerpointing between the CIA and were aboard American Airlines
FBI.
Flight 77 that• crashed into the
Over the weekend, government Pentagon.
sources said the CIA had important
FBI officials declined comment
information in early 2000 abottt two Monday night. saying Director
of the future hijackers. Almihdhar Robert Mueller was not interested in
and Nawaf Alhazmi, both of whom engaging in fingerpointing.
attended a mid-January 20(X).meetIn other developinents, Egyptian
ing in Malaysia.
President Hosni Mubarak said in a
Responding to the disclosure, a New York "Times interview for today
CIA official, speaking Monday on editions that his country's intellicondition of anonymity, disputed gence service warned U.S. officials
reports that the agency had kept that about a week 'before the Sept. I
information from the FBI. The CIA attacks that al-Qaida was in the
official said two FBI officials were advance stages of an attack on an
briefed on Almihdhar.
unspecified American target. Neither agency gave the information enough significance to alert
authorities to watch for Almihdhar
or Alhazmi at -U.S. points of entry

Associated Press
Kentucky Press
Association and Southern _Newspapers
Association,
Pubiishers
The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news ongi- 1,ed by Murray Ledger 8 Times
•

From Front
lar amount of damage yet." Lawyer said. "It didn't appear to be anything
too extensive. It's nothing that can't be fixed."
Lawyer said the_restaurant wiltbe Closed today. He said there is a posibility that it could re-open Wednesday evening, but that is not a certainty.
"We're still trying to sort everything out right now," he said.
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LONDON (AP) — Screaming
guitars, cheering fans, and dozens of
pop stars led by Paul McCartney and
Eric Clapton rocked Buckingham
Palace on Monday night in a concert
celebrating Queen Elizabeth
50
years on the throne.
Queen guitarist Brian May,
standing on the palace roof with
long hair flying in the breeze,
opened "The Party at the Palace"
with a solo performance of "God
Save the Queen" while tens of thousands of fans waved the Union Jack
in the plaza below. •
Despite some drizzle, police estimated I million people had poured
into the Mall, parks and Trafalgar
Square, where the performers could
be seen on huge video screens.
In the queen's back garden, more
than 12,000 ticket-holders stood and
swayed to the music. Prince Charles
and his sons Princes William and
Harry laughed and applauded in the
'royal box. The crowd cheered as the
queen and her husband, Prince
Philip. showed up in the last half.
The eclectic show included
Ricky Martin singing "Living La
Vida Loca"; Tony Bennett accompanied by a classical orchestra; the
Eurythmics' Annie Lennox; and an
interview with Kermit the Frog.
After Ozzy Osboume performed
the
Black
Sabbath
anthem
"Paranoid" to booming guitars, fireworks exploded around the stage
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MURRAY FIRST
ASSEMBLY OF GOD

By TED ANTHONY
Associated Press Writer
KABUI.. Afghanistan (AP) —
U.S.-4:d -forces have moved into--a
"manhunt phase" in the fight against
al-Qaida hut remain concerned that
scattered elements could sow
enough chaos to undermine
Afghanistan's tentative stability. the
American envoy said Tuesday.
"They're a threat. I suspect
the
not happy about what's happening in Afghanistan," said
Zalmay Khalif/Ad, President Bush's
special representative. "We have alQaida on the run, hut the movement
remains dangerous. And the risk of
future attacks cannot be excluded."
In a wide-ranging, hour-long
news conference that offered a snapshot of U.S. policy in the region on
the eve of change, Khalilzad said
Washington was optimistic that the
upcoming loya jirga. the grand
council convening next week to pick
a transitional government, will be
fair and representative.
Invoking the U.S. role in overthrowing the Taliban and helping
Afghanistan get back on its feet,
Khalilzad stood in blistering sun at
the foot of the heavily guarded U.S.

\'\,'( II

2771 State Route 94 East, Murray

A time of fun-filled activities for kids ages K5 - age 12 that teaches the
WORD OF GOD. Each night children will earn tickets for being in attendance, bringing their Bible, a visitor, an offering, and for knowing their
memory verseS. Tickets can be exchanged for items at the Kids Crusade
Shopping Mall on Friday night. Refreshments will be given on
Wednesday & Thursday evenings, and on Friday evening we will be
haying a picnic. Each service will feature puppets, music, illustrated lessons, pri/es, games, special effects & sound effects. Due to special
effects, a parent, or guardian, must accompany children under age 5.

tsukoti5Transportation is limited.
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Embassy's front steps, an American
flag at his side.
He called on the next administration, which will govern for 18
months under a U.N. blueprint for
Afghanistan's immediate future, to
offer a "stable equilibrium" between
central government and regional
concerns.
Such a balance, he said, can help
prevent warlords from running the
show and shoving Afghanistan back
into the factional chaos that has
plagued it for two decades,
"This country's fragmented.
What's needed is for a state to be
built that is a balance between the
powers of the center, the new government that's being built, and the
regions," he said. "What that exact
balance will be is for the Afghans to
decide."
Khalilzad underscored several
times the U.S. view that while the
international community must continue to help Afghanistan militarily
and economically. Afghans must
chart their future. Such an outlook
dovetails with the Bush administration's wariness of involving
American troops in so-called
"nation-building."
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and Princes Harry and William
smiled and clapped above their
heads.
Others on the bill included
Atomic Kitten, Tom Jones. Blue,
Emma Bunton, S Club 7, Aretha
Franklin, Joe Cocker, Steve
Winwood, Rod Stewart, Mis-Teeq,
Shirley Bassey and a taped performance by Elton John. There were four
songs by Queen, with several artists
singing the lead vocals of Freddie
Mercury, who died of AIDS in 1991.
Beach Boy Brian Wilson sang
"California Girls" before pairing
with Clapton, then The Corrs, and
finally pulling the audience and
much of the rest of the cast into
"Good Vibrations."
Clapton returned with "Layla,"
accompanied by Phil Collins on the
drums.
A fire in the palace roof Sunday
evening had briefly interrupted
rehearsals. The blaze, which injured
one firefighter and caused limited
damage, was brought under control
about 90 minutes after it was reported. The palace said the cause was
unknown.
"I thought,'What a shame for the
queen for this to happen on her
jubilee," said Sandra Lister, of
Brightlingsea, northeast of London,
who slept outside to make sure she'd
get a good view. "We are here to
show her some encouragement. We
are still rooting for her."

Bush envoy: Al-Qaida fight
entering 'manhunt phase'
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He emphasized that loya jirga
delegates must choose a transitional
administration that retains some
continuity but also reflects the popular will for change. He made clear
that the United States was eager to
work with any leader chosen by the
loya jirga — whether it is current
interim chairman'Hamid Karzai, the
odds-on favorite, or another figure
who has yet to emerge.
"We're interested in people who
can do their job and who have the
confidence of their own people,"
Khalilzad said. "The particular individuals are not an issue of strategic
value to the United States."
The Afghan-born Khalilzad, a
naturalized American citizen, has
played roles in Republican administrations since the early 1980s and
headed the Bush-Cheney transition
team for the U.S. Department of
Defense.
He said efforts to root out alQaida have been successful in
breaking it up.
"We are in a manhunt phase of
this conflict. There are no large formations to the best of our knowledge." Khalilzad said. "There are
small pockets.... And that's what we
are focused on."
But he warned that Pakistan must
hunt down al-Qaida members fleeing U.S.-led forces in eastern
Afghanistan. "Pakistan cannot be a
refuge for al-Qaida, whether it's
members or leaders," he said.
Khalilzad acknowledged security
problems and charges of fraud and
intimidation surrounding the loya
jirga process. But he said he was
encouraged that the land of his birth
is on the right track.
"Afghanistan has turned a new
page. And what ultimately will happen in this country is an Afghan
responsibility, not an American
responsibility." Khalilzad said. "But
I think it can be said that the United
States gave the Afghan people
another chance."

II Rockets...
From Front
Another rocket attack had been
launched at Kandahar airport in
early April. The airfield is a base for
the 3rd brigade of the U.S. 101st
Airborne, based in Fort Campbell,
Ky.. and other coalition forces.
. Thousands of Chinese-made 107
mm rockets were stored at a Taliban
weapons depot just outside
Kandahar. Many were destroyed
during the U.S.-led campaign and
others by demolition experts in
recent months.
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Deaths
Mrs. Helen Lovett Hogancamp
1- uneral services for Mrs. Helen Lovett Hogancamp will be Wednesday,
June 5, at 11 a.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Edmiston
will officiate. Burial is to follow at Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Hogancamp, 80. Murray, died Sunday. June 2, 2002. at 1:55 p.m.
at Parkview Nursing Home in Paducah.
Born November 27, 1921 in Benton, she was a retired administrator
from the Calloway County Board of Education, a former school teacher,
member of First Baptist Church, a member of the church's Esther Sunday
School Class and served as Sunday School teacher for over 35 years. She
was also a member of the Kentucky Retired Teachers, the National School
Food Service Association and the Murray Woman's Club.
She was preceded in death by her parents. Carl and Eula Johnson
Lovett; husband, Dr. Thomas Hogancamp, who died October 11, 1993 and
was vice president and dean of business at Murray State University; and
one sister, Katherine Hillman.
Mrs. Hogancamp is survived by one daughter, Rebecca Ann Meacham
and husband Monty of Nashville. Tenn.; one son, Ben Hogancamp and
wife Joni, Paducah; one brother, David Earl Lovett and wife Eva, Benton;
five grandchildren, Ellen Howard and husband Bernie. Eric Hogancamp
and wife Heather, Vanessa Meacham, Sara and Katie Williamson, and
three great-grandchildren. Emery Howard and Austin and Haley
Hogancamp.
Visitation is from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. today. June 4, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of donations to the
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp Scholarship Fund at MSU.

Mr. Don E. Paschall
Funeral services for Mr. Don E. Paschall will be Wednesday, June 5,
at 2 p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kendrick Lewis, Rev.
John A. Jones and Rev. Roger Hopson will officiate and burial is to follow at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Paschall. 64, Murray, died Monday. June 3, 2002. at 5:08 a.m. at
his home following an illness.
Born December 5, 1937 in Calloway County. he was a retired employee of General Tire in Mayfield and was employed at Area Bank at the
time of his death. He was also a member of Kirksey United Methodist
Church
He was preceded in death by his parents. James Hafford and Carlene
Hall Paschall.
Mr. Paschall is survived by his wife. Carolyn Pierce Paschall, whom
he married August 25. 1956; daughter, Teresa Williams and husband
Harold. Murray: two sons, Terry Don Paschall and wife Sheri and Tracy
Paschall and wife Angela, all of Murray; one sister, Yvonne New,
Murray; and five grandchildren, Lindsey. Jared and Caleb Paschall and
Jennifer and Jordan Williams.
Visitation will be after 5 p.m. today. June 4. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of donations to
Murray-Calloway County Hospice Program. St. Jude's Children's
Hospital or the American Cancer Society.

Mrs. Betty Cottrell

No services have been scheduled for Mrs. Betty Cottrell.
Mrs. Cottrell. 70, Murray. died Sunday, June 2. 2002, at 1:40 a.m. at
Funeral services for Mrs. Eda Ruth Howe Cunningham were at 2 p.m. Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born April 14. 1932 in Indiana, she was a homemaker.
today, June 4, at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. David
Cemetery.
Hicks
at
follow
was preceded in death by her parents. Sam and Edith Rose
She
to
was
burial
Cunningham officiated and
Pallbearers for the service will be David Bonner. Jeremy Ticknor, Greg Coleman; and one sister, Donna.Coleman.
Mrs. Cottrell is survived by her husband. Glendon Cottrell; two
Mansfield, Jeff Chadwick, Jeff Key and Steve Shard. Music will be propianist.
Runnels.
Sharon Kirk and husband David. Murray. and Glenda Knauff
Beth
and
daughters.
vided by Emily Runnels, soloist,
4:15
at
2002,
1,
June
Saturday.
John. Atlantic Beach, Fla., three grandchildren, Stephanie
husband
died
and
Murray,
83,
Cunningham,
Mrs.
Graham and husband Ray. Hobart, Ind., Leanna Reeder and husband
p.m. at Westview Nursing Home.
Born August 17, 1918 in Rogersville. Tenn.. she was preceded in death Ryan. and bavid Kirk ll and wife Kelsey. all of Griffith, Ind.: and one
by her parents, James Robert and Hattie Lee Barker Howe; and husband, great-grandchild. Riley Reeder, Griffith. Ind.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Clarence Odell Cunningham, who died October 29, 1990.
Mrs. Cunningham is survived by one daughter. Patricia A.
Cunningham, Murray; one son, Michael Howe Cunningham. Murray; Mr. Josh Owen
Funeral services for Mr. Josh Owen will be Wednesday. June 5.
three sisters, Lee Murphy, Cleveland, Tenn.. Mildred Farar, Longview,
p.m. at Murray-Calloway Funeral Home. Randy Lov.c
Texas, and Alpha Howe, Winterhaven, Fla.; and one granddaughter,
will officiate.
Crystal A. Page.
Visitation was from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday. June 3. at the funeral
Mr. Owen. 19. Murray. died Saturday. June 1. 2002.
at 10:21 p.m. in a vehicle accident on Highway 121 in
home.
New Concord.
Mr. George Alfred Hewett
Born December 2. 1982. he was a graduate ot
Services for Mr. George Allred Hewett were Monday. June 3. at 10
Calloway County High School. attended Russell Chapel
a.m. at Taylor Fuheral Home in Dickson. Graveside services were also
Church. was a freshman at Murray State University and
held today. June 4, at 10 a.m. at South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
was employed at Wal-Mart.
Mr. Hewett, 76. Dickson, Tenn., died Friday, May 31. 2002. at his
He is survived by his parents. Russell and Brenda
Owen
home in Dickson.
Owen, Murray: two brothers, Jason Owen. Ill., and
Born September 22, 1925 in Barwick. Ga., he was a retired manager for Justin -Corkey" Owen. Murray: grandparents. Doris Owen. East Peoria.
the Temtex Corp. and a member of First United Methodist Church in III., Lane Owen. Simms. III.. and Floyd and Shirley Lilienthal
Dickson.
Mackinaw, Ill: and several aunts and uncles.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Perry Alfred and Maddie
Visitation will be after 5 p.m. today. June 4. at the funeral home.
Lenora Carter Hewett.
Expressions of sympathy may he made in the form of donations to the
Mr. Hewett is survived by his wife. Elsie Jo Humphrey Hewett, Josh Owen Memorial Fund in the care of Area Bank, 500•Main Street.
Dickson; five daughters, Melissa Stapp and husband Byron, Dickson, Murray.
Melinda Hewett, Dickson, Ginny Lawrence and husband Wayne, Ind..
Donna Matherly, Ky., and Kathy Self, Ky.; three brothers, Bobby Hewett,
Ga.. and Raymond and Randell Hewett, both of Fla.: six grandchildren,
seven great-grandchildren and several nieces and nephews.
SPAGHETTI
Visitation was after 3 p.m. Monday, June 3, at Imes-Miller Funeral
with Mea! I,re r Mannara SduL
Hazel.
Home in
WEN/MAY
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of donations to i
$1.99
SP4CA/E77/ VEVA
charity of personal choice.
DINNER SALAD $ 1.19
1>N-441P-Aa jk
AIW
SOFT DRINK 79 t
Mrs. Mildred Sink
Lunch & Dinner -- 11 am -tipin
Mrs. Mildred Sink, 83, Murray, died Monday. June 3. 2002, at 12:25
p.m. at the Henry County Healthcare Center in Paris, Tenn.
970 Chestnut Street
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
753-2975
Murray

Mrs. Eda Ruth Howe Cunningham

Le's Eltack.f.

Mr. Bobby Dwayne Wheatley
heatley. 31, Erin. Tenn.. died Saturday. June 1.2002.
Mi 1ttms Dv.ay ne
at his home in Erin.
Employed as a carpenter, he was a U.S. Army Veteran and a member of the
Baptist faith.
Born December 30, 1970 in Houston County. Tenn.. he was the son of the
late Robert Wheatley and Dorothy Bryant Wheatley.
He is survived by his companion, Christy Hinson. Erin: one son, Robert
Wheatley. Erin; two daughters. Bntney Tomlinson, Erin, and Kayla Wheatley,
Fargo, N.D.; one brother, Billy Bryant, Erin; aunt. Joyce Rushing, Calloway
County; and three cousins. Theresa Champion. Cheri Machan and Kevin
Wheatley. all of Calloway County.
Funeral services will he Wednesday. at 2 p.m in the chapel of Nine Funeral
Home in Erin. Rev. Dean Lee will officiate and burial is to follow at Arlington
Cemetery in Erin.
Pallbearers for the service will be Troy Hannah. Grant Hudson, Vince,
Wambles, Chris Conrad. Shane Tomlinson. Clydell Coulter. Dean Wheatley,
Timmy Taylor and Brad Miller.
Visitation is from 4 p.m. to K p.m. today. at the funeral home and from g
a.m. until the time of the service on Wednesday.

Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth Oleksy
Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth Olek • g6, Bowling Green. tOrmerly of Murray. died
Monday. June 3. 2002, at 10.20 p.in. at Greenview Regional Hospital.
Born July II, 1915, she was preceded in death by her parents. Julius and
Nannie Jones Rilling: three brothers and use sisters.
Mrs. Oleksy is survived by one son. Michael Oleks. Bowling Green.
Graveside services will be I p.m. Wednesday at Murray ('its. Cemetery.
Father Ray Goetz will officiate. No visitation is scheduled. Imes-Miller
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Investment counseling
when and where you
need it most.
qi re

t. OntCrlit'd

about riot having con
venient 41t.( t.". to

VOli

investment counselor, call Hilliard I von..
better vet, stop by the Murray branch to meet
Financial Consultants,.rom kying and !let t\ Bo-4(r
and Registered Sales Assistant, Jeanie I h •

LI
Court Square
Murray. KY 42071
270.753.3366
800.444.1854

At HILLIARD LYONS
A PNC ADVISORS COMPANY
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Subscribe
Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Doss Jones Ind. Avg.....9689.57 - 20.22
48.76 - 0.24
Air Products
1731 - 0.78
A01.Time Warner
12.13 + 0.04
AT&T
32.56 + 0.43
Bell South
38.80 - 0.36
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb -29.56 - 0.27
C1.73 - 0.12
Caterpillar
Cho ron Texaco Corp. 86.74 + 0.22
Daimler Chrysler ----- 48.39 - 0.11
35.61 - 0.18
Dean Foods
.39.13 + 0.05
Exxon-Mobil
17.03 - 0.28
Ford Motor(New)
30.20 + 0.09
General Electric
60.38 - 0.87
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..40.66 - 0.14
30.71 - 0.67
Goodrich
20.87 - 0.47
Goodyear
HopFed Banks 12.31 B 12.47 A
78.56 + 0.45
1BM
49.71 - 0.14
Ingersoll Rand
26.96+ 0.34
Intel
22.38 + 0.10
Kroger
3.62 - 0.02
Lucent Tech
20.41 - 0.02
Mattel
29.47 - 0.03
McDonalds
c4.47 - 0.75
Merck
50.40 + 0.98
Microsoft
23.20 - 0.51
IC. Penney
51.21 + 0.06
Pepsico Inc.
33.05 - 0.38
Pfizer. Inc.
25.13 - 0.17
Schering-Plough
0.25
8.50-1
Sears
49.43 - 0.22
Union Plai ters
US Bancorp
22.87 - 0.51
18.00 + 0.23
UST
52.61 - 0.54
Wal-Mart
133 • 0.02
Workleom Inc.
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in th
stock
unc - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray. KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additiona
Informatic,
Available
Upon Request

Our new
padded mammogram
is painless. And knowing
you're getting the best
technology in breast health
doesn't it

MammoPad°is our new mammogram that's
softer, easier and gentler than you've ever
experienced. And it's just one of the ways
we've improved breast health care for women.
Stereotactic Breast Biopsy is another.
Representative of the best that breast health
care has to offer, this procedure is less invasive,
faster, costs less, offers fewer chances for
complications, and leaves no scarring.
Almost 40,000 women will die from breast
cancer this year. Screening mammograms and
accurate diagnostics can greatly reduce that
number. At Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
we're making it as easy and comfortable as
possible to get both.
For more information or to schedule an
appointment, please call 270-762-1140.
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Health cam &
the cultural
Even at the end of a long, hectic day, Edrena Harrison is impeccably
calm and soft-spoken. She takes a minute to collect her thoughts with a
deep breath, and then darts a quick glance heavenward before she begins
io tell her story
"1 was born in Madisonville and attended elementary
school and high school in Hopkins County," she starts.
"After graduation, 1 moved to Washington, DC and
:ompleted my bachelor's degree at Howard University
and also my master's degree"
With an advanced degree in Social Work. Edrena
held a couple of jobs in her securing a position with the
Washington Urban League. Her main emphasis was
with older adults in the community. making sure they
had access to the services support they needed to mainquality of life
Main Street tainAttheir
home in western Kentucky. her family members
By Constance were facing medical challenges associated with aging.
Alexander
Every time Edrena came back, she noticed more signs
Ledger & Times of
deterioration
Columnist
"I tried to convince them to move to Washington,"
she recalls. but that didn't work. "This had been their .
home for so many years. They did not care to move."
E‘entually, Edrena moved back home to provide hands-on care for her
mother and to oversee the care of other aging relatives. She put her D.C.
loe on hold and return western Kentucky without any regrets.
"My family is a very high priority in my life. The accomplishments 1
has e in my own career, my own personal life, have been with the encouragement and the assistance of my family." She says these words with quiet
cons iction, summing up her decision in one simple statement: "I'm simply
returning the gift of love to them."
As a caregiver dealing with the health care system, Edrena encountered
IlidlIV of the same issues the general public bemoans when taking care of
elderk !Awed one.. Communicating with physicians and accessing satisfactor% at-home serviceare some typical problems. As an African American.
how e% cr. Ms. Harrison discovered additional challenges.
"There has been more than one occasion when I've noticed differences
in terms ot the type of care received, the level of attention to not only my
older relatives, but also to other African Americans in the community," she
say s.
."Very- often. assumptions are made," Edrena continues,"and I don't
know if this is symptomatic of a type of discrimination — whether it's
tow ard older people or older people of color — but I certainly have
non,.ed there are differences in the way.home health care professionals
.
•
,im‘ract ss ith older peoplelof color."
Edrena Harrison's perceptions are corroborated by an array of Studies.
Recently efforts by the National Academy of Sciences, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, and the Commonwealth Fund document
disparities in the quality of health care delivered to racial and ethnic
minorities in America.
The Commonwealth Fund study. entitled "Unequal Treatment:
Controming Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care" reports that
minorities tend to receive lower-quality health care than whites do, even
when insurance status, income, age and severity of conditions are comparable. Although a range of reasons may contribute to these disparities, the
concludes, some evidence suggests that bias, prejudice and stereotyping on the part of health care providers may contribute to differences in
health care.
Elderly African Americans may be reluctant to object to what they perLei‘c as unequal treatment in the health care system because of memories
they have of the days before civil rights.
-There was a time in Our history," Edrena Harrison explains."when
there Were specific laws and Codes that prohibited people of color from
speaking up about their rights, and some members of our older generations
remember those conditions, those laws."
Education is the key to change, according to Edrena Harrison, so she
has been pleased to see positive steps taken at Murray State University,
where Interdisciplinary Palliative Care, a course introduction in January of
this year in the College of Health Sciences and Human Services, includes
multi-cultural training and emphasis on cultural competency for nurses,
social workers, dietitians and others who work with the elderly.
Additional information about bridging the cultural chasm in health care
is available through Tuskegee.University's.Bioethics Website:
www.tubioethics.org. The Health and Human Services Office of Minority
Ilealth site is www.omhrc.goviclas/index.htm.
Read Main Street online at www.mtirrarledgercom. Contact the columnist at cacalexander@_bhormall.corn.

Attention Washin ton!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web www.house.gov/whiffield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen, Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343(Washington #)
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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Whispering questions
from another time
WASHINGTON (AP) — They
said authorities lacked the imagination to foresee the surprise attack.
They said vital intelligence never
made it to those who might have
saved the day.
So many clues. Never the right
conclusions.
When members of Congress'
intelligence committees begin joint
hearings Tuesday to explore why the
government did not prevent the
Sept. 11 attacks, they will find history hanging over their shoulder,
whispering questions that still matter.
In 1946, another House-Senate
panel delivered its report on the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor five
years earlier.
It found a bushel of overlooked
intelligence, bosses and subordinates who did not talk to each other
and plenty of fault to go around —
exonerating, however, the late
President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Lawmakers then thought they
had settled on lessons that, if followed in generations to come,
would mean no more Pearl Harbors.
Lawmakers now are just beginning to look at why America was
caught so horribly off guard once
again.
In the intervening years, some
lessons may have been forgotten.

go on a suicide mission using airliners as missiles. This, despite the
knowledge before Sept._ 11 that terrorists had talked of using such tactics and had hoped to destroy the
Eiffel Tower that way.
"Why has there been this lack of
imagination?" asked Sen. Bob
Graham, D-Fla., chairman of the
Senate Intelligence Committee.
Larry Johnson, who was deputy
director of the State Department's
office of counterterrorism in the first
Bush administration, said officials
are paid to think creatively.
-That information was in their
files," he said, "and if they weren't
imagining it. that is a failure of intelligence and a failure of imagination."
• • •

BLINDED BY THE OBVIOUS

Then:"I here a great danger of
being blinded by the self-evident,"
the Pearl Harbor committee said. In
the weeks leading to the attack it had
been self-evident Japan would go
after South Pacific targets far from
Hawaii.
No one, it seemed, saw "significant, albeit somewhat disguised,
handwriting on the wall suggesting
an attack on us elsewhere."
Now: Whether there was enough
handwriting foreshadowing the
Sept. II attacks is just no being
• ••
explored.
FAILURE OF IMAGINATION
If not blinded by other possibiliThen: The Pearl Harbor commit- ties, some U.S. officials were, at
tee, building on the findings of least, distracted. They say much of
seven other inquiries after the Dec. the intelligence chatter they were
7, 1941, attack, said U.S. officials intercepting pointed overseas as the
possessed "unusually significant place where the threat was greatest.
•
and vital intelligence" but failed to
BROKEN
"employ the necessary imagination"
COMMUNICATIONS
to put it together.
possessed
vital
Then:
The committee said it was
Now: America
II
about
before
Sept.
essential
in
the future that subordiintelligence
hijacking intentions of al-Qaida and nates and superiors not hold anyother signs of imminent trouble thing important back from each
other.
from restive terrorists.
There were many instances
But senior .Bush administration
before
Pearl Harbor of subordinates
officials say they could not have
imagined that hijackers would in Washington not informing superi-

Washington Yesterday
By Calvin Woodward/AP Writer
ors ot what they knew, including Sept. II.
The attacks led to the creation of
Japanese intentions conveyed in
intercepted telegrams from. Tokyo. the Office of Homeland Security.
"Until Sept. 11," former CIA
Moreover, a "war warning" issued
by superiors in Washington was mis- chief Robert Gates said in an interinterpreted and played down by view, "there really wasn't a place in
the government where information
commanders in Hawaii.'
Now: The Phoenix memo, in from all different kinds of domestic
which an FBI agent raised concerns intelligence and law enforcement
about Arabs training at U.S. flight sources and foreign intelligence
schools, did not make it past FBI came together." Lawmakers question whether coordination is yet sufmiddle managers before Sept. II.
In addition, an FBI agent in ficient.
John Martin, former chief of
Minnesota alleges the bureau's
Washington headquarters hindered internal security at the Justice
an investigation of Zacarias Department, said: "There are sysMoussaoui, arrested on immigration temic problems across the board in
charges a month before the attacks the selection and sharing of informaafter arousing suspicions over his tion within each agency and among
the agencies."
flight training.
Agent Coleen Rowley said her
EXCESSIVE SECRECY?
colleagues were so frustrated by the
Then: The committee found that
roadblocks that they took their concerns to the CIA, and were repri- officials in Washington did not share
manded for it. FBI Director Robert important but inconclusive intelliMueller has promised to improve gence with outposts so as not to concooperation between headquarters fuse them.
It also said the government was
and field offices as part of a restrucso obsessed with secrecy that senior
turing of the bureau.
Those sorts of problems were policy-making and law enforcement
familiar back in 1946, too. "The officials were left oblivious to "the
unapproachable or superior attitude most pertinent information concernof officials is fatal," that report said. ing Japan."
•••
Officials should err on the side of
SCATTERED INTELLIGENCE telling people too much, it said.
Now: Information about alThen: The committee faulted
Army and Navy intelligence units Qaida's intentions was closely held
for poor communication with each before Sept. II.
Since then, officials seem to have
other. It said coordination of intelligence must be centralized to avoid followed the dictum to tell "out"all of the pitfalls of divided respon- posts" of any major threats, even
sibility which experience has made uncorroborated ones. Vague threats
about New York City and
so abundantly apparent."
Such concerns led to the creation Philadelphia landmarks, California
of the Central Intelligence Agency bridges, the Orlando, Fla., water
after World War II.
supply and much more have been
Now: The new inquiry will look conveyed to cities and made public..
into communications between the But some members of Congress say
CIA and FBI, agencies that have they are still being kept too much in
strengthened coordination since the dark.
• • •
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Got Something To Say?

ERIC WALKER

Publisher

Managing Editor

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher Emeritus
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

PUBLISHED By MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC.

Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-7531927 or by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY
42071. Letters must be signed and have a telephone
number!
For questions, call Eric Walker at 753-1916, ext. 21.
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name,

address and telephone number so we may contact you
if there are questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350
words TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or
rejection.
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Hospital menus

Communftv Datebook

-Heart-Smart" is the program for
the menus in the cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian, said
the menus are designed following
the guidelines of the American
Heart Association and the American
Dietetic Association.
Menus, subject to occasional
change, for the week of June 4 to
June 9 have been released as follows:
Tuesday - Baked pork cutlet,
New Orleans muffaletta sandwich,
*fish filet almondine, 'baked potato,
'scalloped tomatoes, *sautéed summer squash, 'red beans and rice,
Wisconsin cheese soup.
Wednesday - Italian Festival:
Spaghetti with meatballs, *shrimp
marinara, fettucini alfredo, *baked
chicken breast, 'Italian vegetables.
'broccoli spears, breaded mushrooms, fried cheese sticks, garlic
toast, minestrone soup.

Compiled by Kristy Hopper

Need Line accepting donations
for school supply program
Need Line is preparing for the 2002-03 school supply program.
Assisting more than 300 students in the Murray and Calloway County
School Systems each year, donations from the community are needed to
help with the program.
"As the mother of three boys in the Calloway School System I can
truly say that the Need Line School supplies program has helped me
tremendously," Tonia Casey, executive director of Need Line, said.
"With this program I knew (could send my children to school with the
proper supplies they needed. This program is very important to the
low-income families in Calloway County."
According to Casey, the following supplies are needed: plain, twopocket folders, primary pencils, pencil pouches,rubber cement,colored
pencils, pointed and blunt scissors, compasses, protractors, backpacks
- several schools are requesting clear or see through, broad markers,
big erasers, loose-leaf paper, spiral notebooks and kindermats.
There are income requirements for families. Distribution day has
been set for July 26 for city schools, July 27 for city and county schools
and August 3 for county schools.
Any help would be greatly appreciated. Donations are being accepting anytime by mail or can be dropped off at the Need Line office, 804
Story Avenue. For more information. call 753-6333.

CASA plans meeting

There will be a CASA board meeting on Wednesday. June 5. at the Dutch
Essenhaus restaurant. The meeting will immediately follow the InterAgency meeting, which begins at noon.

Doll Club to meet

The Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, June 5, at noon
in the D & D Shoe building in Mayfield. Lunch will be served. All interested persons are welcome to attend. For more information call 759-0300 or
759-9461.

MMS SBDM to have open meeting

Murray Middle School's Site Based Decision Making Council will have
an open meeting for parents on Thursday. June 6, at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Board of Education Office. Those attending should come prepared with
ideas for criteria on the selection of a new principal. Those interested are
asked to please make every attempt to attend.

Charity golf tournament set

There is still time to register tor the Paducah "Play for the Children"
Charity Golf Tournament to benefit Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children.
The event is Thursday. June 6. at Drake Creek Golf Club in Ledbetter. For
registration details, call (800)456-1386 or visit www.kbhc.org. •

Mother to Mother to meet

Mother to Mother, a play group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Thursday, June 6. from 10:30 a.m. to noon in the annex of the Calloway
County Public Library. Look- for the group in the park behind the library if
the weather is nice. There are refreshments and door prizes at every meeting. For more information, call Allison at 753-0975. Michele at 437-3110 or
Kim at 759-4746.

SOS plans dance

Murray's Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will be having a singles
dance on Thursday. June 6, and a country dance on Friday. June 7, at the
Gibson Building in Mayfield. Both dances begin at 7 p.m.

Coldwater 40's to meet

The Coldwater 40's will have its annual meeting on Saturday, June 8, at
5 p.m. at Lynn Grove Restaurant. Everyone is welcome to attend. The group
will begin eating at 5:30 p.m

County schools plan fundraiser

Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools will have' a
fundraiser on Friday. June 7. and Saturday. June 8, at Calloway County
High School from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. Proceeds from the fundraisers will go
towards the county schools scholarship fund:- Anyone wishing to donate
items to sell may bring them to the back of the gym at CCHS on Thursday.
June 6, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. or call Melissa Green at 489-2230.

Scott Family Reunion planned

There will be a Scott Family Reunion on Sunday. June 9. at Holiday Inn
on 641 North. A potluck lunch will be served at 1 p.m. All friends and family of the late Bill and Alvin Scott are invited

County portfolios available

Any 2002 Calloway County High School graduate who would like to
have their 7th-grade writing portfolio may stop by Calloway County Middle
School between 8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. before Saturday, June 15, to pick
it up. For further questions, call CCMS at 762-7355.

Adult volleyball league planned

Paducah Parks Service is sponsoring an Adult Volleyball League for
$150 per team. Rosters may carry froni six to 20 players. For those wishing
to participate, rosters are due by 5 p.m. on June 7. Play begins at 6:30 p.m.
on Saturday, June 15. Games will be based upon the best two out of three.
The league will have an eight-game season with a single elimination tourdl (270)444-8508
nament at the end of the season. For '

Va's Neat Repeats
Men. Women ct ChilSen's
Consignment Clothes & Accessories
TOp Brands
Formals, Weddings & Maternity
Plus Sizes
Owner - Rita Wyatt
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
(270) 762-0207
Email: neatrepeats@apex.net
Men's Haircut 88"
Tanning 300 Min.'20"
Chemical Services 'III" OFF

Kut

url

Southside Shopping Ctr.
(across'from Sirloin Sun kaile I

'Hello, Dolly!' opens at Market
House Theatre in Paducah
Market
PADUCAH, Ky.
House Theatre is pre:cnting the
smash hit musical "HELLO.
DOLLY!" starting June 6 and continuing Thursdays through Sundays
through June 23.
"HELLO, DOLLY!" tells the
story of Dolly Gallagher Levi, a
vivacious, fast-talking, hilarious
matchmaker who has been hired to
arrange a marriage for the acerbic
half-millionaire
widower and
Horace Vandergelder.
Dolly, however, has other plans.
She has herself been recently widowed and has come to the conclusion that Horace and his fortune will
make her the perfect mate. So when
she arrives in Yonkers, she immediately begins to plant seeds of doubt
in Vandergelder's mind about Irene
-Molloy. the pretty young widow she
has previously picked out for him.
Meanwhile, down in the bowels
of Vandergelder's Hay and Feed
Store, two of his employees are
plotting to take advantage of the
boss' absence. Cornelius and
Bamaby have decided to sneak off
for their first-ever peek at, the big
city. They want to experience everything - maybe even kiss a girl!
Once they make their escape.
however, they have the misfortune
of spotting Vandergelder on the
street. Attempting to escape unnoticed, they slip into Irene Molloy's
place
very
hat shop. the
Vandergelder has arranged to meet
with Mrs. Molloy.
Mayhem erupts. confusion reigns
and soon everyone- ends up at
Harmonia Gardens where even
more madcap comedy ensues! By
the time the evening is over, everything may just have worked itself
out - even if it isn't the way one
might have expected when the
evening began.
"HELLO. DOLLY!" opened at
the St. James Theatre on Jan. 16,
1964, with a cast that featured Carol
Channing (Dolly), David Bums
(Horace). Charles Nelson Reilly
(Cornelius). Jerry Dodge (Barnaby).
Eileen Brennan (Irene) and Sondra
Lee (Minnie Fay). The show ran for
2,844 performances and for a time
held the record as the longest running production on Broadway.
MHT has assembled a stellar cast
for this musical confection. headed
by Debra Crawley in her MHT

We re

Visit Downtown
Merchants
June 1st - 8th

Register To Win!
Final Drawing!
2 Power Wheels
"My First Roadster"
From Mattel
2 Winners
Will Be Selected
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MURRAY

Must be 18
',rears to
enter
1 entry
per person

debut in the title role. Playing
Horace Vandergelder is Tom Dolan,
with Al Knudsen as Cornelius Hackl
and Wes Walker as Barnaby Tucker.
Irene Molloy is played by Kim
Yocum, with Stephanie McGlenon
in her first MHT appearance as
Minnie Fay.
Kelley Elder plays Rudolf. with
Jennifer Poff as Ernestina and Diane
Byrd as Mrs. Rose. Harmonia
Gardens waiters are played by
Jimmy Bass. D.J. Wood and newcomers Brian McDonald and Brad
Ellis.
Completing the cast are MHT
newcomers Meegan Carr and
Tammy Parrott. with MHT veterans
Sarah Canella, Jenifer Elder,
Dvonne Hall, Natalya Haden,
Christina -Held and Mary Margaret
Hoffman.
Michael Cochran is the show's
director, with Jeff Clark as music
Elyse
director/accompanist.
Millizer provides choreography for
"Elegance." "Dancing" and the
"Waiter's Gallop." Assistant director/stage manager is Denise Bristol.
Show times are at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursdays. Fridays and Saturdays
and at 2:30 p.m. on Sundays.
Tickets are $12 for Thursday
evenings and Sunday matinees and
$14 for Friday and Saturday
evening performances. Senior ticket
prices are $10 for Thursday and
Sunday performances only.
Five-dollar student rush tickets
with a student ID are available at
show time on Thursdays and
Sundays. Group rates are also available.
Information on interpreted performances for the deaf is available
by contacting the box office by email at info@mhtplay.com or by
using our TDD on our box office
line 444-6828. "HELLO. DOLLY!"
is sponsored by Harrah's Casino.
For ticket reservations or further
information, contact Market House
Theatre Box Office at (270) 4446828. Tuesday through Friday
between 10 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. or
phone toll-free at 1-888-MHTPLAY. Tickets can also be reserved
through MHT's Web site at
www.mhtplay.com.

Senior Activities
BY TERI COBB
Activities director
Senior Citizens is now located at
St. Leo's Parrish Center. Our phone
number will remain 753-0929.
Anyone needing to contact us
should call that number. Activities
and meals have returned to our regular schedule.
We invite you to come and join
us each day for lunch, which is
served Monday through Friday at
11:30 a.m. for a suggested donation
of $1.50 per person. Lowfat milk,
coffee and tea are our daily choices
of beverages. Meals are also sent to
private homes each week day.
If you need a ride to our center.
the doctor, grocery store, bank or
pharmacy, call to schedule your
ride. Please call at least one day
ahead of time to schedule your ride.
Activities and menus for the

week of June 5 to 7 have been
released as follows,
Wednesday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 8.30 a.m.,
Stride with Pride walking group at 10
a.m. to go to Racer Arena and
Pinochle will be at noon. On the
lunch menu will be baked ham,
peas, summer squash blend, roll.
margarine and cake.
include
events
Thursday
Strength and Stretch class at 8 a.m.
and at 12:30 p.m. there will be and
"Extended Care" information session. BBC) chicken, green beans.
macaroni and cheese, cornbread,
margarine and pineapple will be on
the lunch menu.
Friday events include Armchair
Aerobics at 8 a.m. Stride with pride
walkers will meet at 10 a.m. Bridge
will begin at noon. On the lunch
menu will be stuffed green peppers.
corn, roll, margarine and apple crisp
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizen
Center is a United Way agency.

Metropolis Cruise, Car Show planned
The Ohio Valley Chapter of the
Antique Automobile Club of
American is sponsoring a "Super
Cruiser's Nite" on Saturday. June 8.
in Metropolis. III. Registration will
be from 5 to 6 p.m. at Fort Massac
State Park.
Superman will lead the vehicles
on a short cruise through Metropolis
and the surrounding area. The vehicles will then be parked and on display for the public to view near the
Superman Statue at Superman
Square. There will . be free live
entertainment.
Drawings will be held for door
prizes and "participant voting" will
determine winners of special
awards. A $10 registration fee will
include a free Superman Event Tshirt. The cruise is open to all vehicles.
For more information, contact
the Metropolis Chamber of

Commerce or Mike Hauseman at
(618)524-2448.
On Sunday. June 9. as a part of
• Superman
the _ 24th-Annual
Celebration. the 16th-annual "Super
Car Show" will be held at Ft.
Massac State Park.
This will be a "rain or shine"
event open to vehicles model year
1992 and older. The registration fee
is $10 for the first vehicle and $5 for
the second entry. Registration will
be from 8 a.m. to noon, with free
dash plaques for the first 100
entries.
A WO prize will he awarded to
the club with the most entries.
Admission is free to all spectator:.
Free show entry trailer parking and
modern camping with hookups and
showers are nearby.
For more information about this
event, contact Jim Walter at (618)
524-4934 or Hausman.

Need A Bigger House?
Does this look familiar to you ?
Then let our competitive, long
term, fixed rate loans help you
finance a bigger house
(your home nom
Call to schedule
an appointment

your home soon )

1).k KREN JONLS
Global Mortgage Link
- 740`7

Four Wheel Walker
Wide Seat For
Comfort When
Resting\

SUBSCRIBE

Essential Loop
Hand Brakes
The Best System
Available

Height
Adjustable

-cs
Cracking Up
Downtown

•`,?'

\I
Walk-ins Welcome

(270) 753-1682

photo provided
A HOST OF A MEETING ... Hostesses for the May meeting of
Woodman of the World Lodge 728 were,from left, Dollie Clark
and Jane Brandon. The next WOW meeting will be Monday,
June 10, at 6 p.m. at Boulders.

Thursday - Beef pot pie, 'open
face turkey sandwich, crab cakes,
*steamed-carrots, mashed potatoes
with gravy. 'cooked cabbage, baby
lima beans, corn nuggets. cream of
broccoli soup.
Friday - Fish filet sandwich,
'sliced pork roast, turkey tetrazinni,
spicy blackeyed peas, 'turnip
greens, new potatoes, 'seasoned
green beans, 'fluffy white rice,
'tomato florentine soup.
Saturday - Chicken fried steak,
lemon pepper chicken, creole
meatloaf, mashed potatoes with
gravy, 'California blend vegetables,
macaroni and cheese, 'green peas.
Idaho potato soup.
Sunday - Roast beef with gravy.
breaded chicken tenders, crumb
topped fish filet, 'baked potatoes.
'yellow squash with onions, cream
style corn, breaded broccoli cheese
bites, 'fluffy white rice, chicken
gumbo.
(B denotes heart smart selection)

Wire
Showing
Our True Colors._

6— 4-- Includes FREE
'
'
Basket and
Plastic Carry Tray

erth

Folds for
Transportation

J
AW
Come See Our Line of Patriotic Items
and Gift Ideas!

NEW SHIPMENTS
ARRIVING DAILY!
* Silver Jewelry
* Flags & Doormats
* Fountains
* Unique Garden Gifts
* Concrete Statuary
* Candles & Much More'

Sealed Bearings
for Smooth
Operation

8" Flat Free
Semi-Pneumatic Tires

Call Today (270) 753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
210 South 12th St.• Murray
"SINCE 1876 -A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"
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Big challenge awaits Tigers
Pitching depth
is strength for
No. 2 Apollo

sno-r( NANNE
Tirrps photO
READY FOR ACTION...Junior right-hander Ed Baust. shown
here against Lone Oak in last week's First Region championship game. is expected to get the mound assignment
when the Tigers face No. 2 Apollo in Wednesday's SemiState 1 Tournament at Paducah's Brooks Stadium.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
When the Murray High Tigers
last faced Apollo at semi-state in
1995, the Eagles sent Brad Wilkerson to the mound.
The current Montreal Expos outfielder won't be available to pitch
Wednesday when the First Region
champion Tigers (20-8) face second-ranked Apollo(30-5)in the first
round of the Semi-State I Tournament at 7 p.m. at Brooks Stadium in Paducah.
Nevertheless, Murray head coach
Cary Miller is concerned about an
Apollo pitching staff that has
allowed just 70 runs in 35 games
and has three hurlers destined for
the collegiate ranks next season.
"Their pitching is their strong
suit," said Miller of the Eagles.
"They've had 14 shutouts this year,
and in the regional tournament,
they gave up two walks and one
run."
The Third Region titlists from
Owensboro bank on left-hander

Travis Sewell (8-1, 0.40 ERA), a
Western Kentucky signee, and righthander Billy Fares (8-1, 1.23). who
will bring a state-record streak of
20 'consecutive victories on his
resume to Murray State next spring.
Jordan Tarrence, bound for Kentucky Wesleyan,
is 5-0 with a 1,75
ERA while center fielder Chad
Ray is 5-2 with
a 2.08 ERA
when on the hill.
That rotation
has helped Apollo post a run of
17 straight wins
Miller
and the Eagles'
current eight-game winning streak.
Counting postseason play. Apollo
was a perfect 9-0 in its district
and 16-for-16 in its region.
"They have good team speed
and good defense, and they rely
on that good pitching, which they
get," Miller said. "It's easy to see
why they're No. 2 in the state."
Murray will step in against
Apollo behind an offense that has
produced 247 runs in 28 games
with an attack that is light on the
long ball but long on legs.
Senior shortstop Mario Lawrence
spearheads the Tigers' quantity-and-

quickness approach with a .525
average. II doubles and 33 RBIs,
while junior center fielder Austin
Swain has hit .468 with 29 stolen
bases out of the leadoff spot.
Junior catcher Todd Broker has
gone .397 at the plate, junior right
fielder Dylan Volp is batting .378
in the cleanup hole with 27 RBIs
and junior designated hitter Nathan
Williams is hitting .377 from the
second slot in the order.
Sophomore first baseman-third
baseman Ryan Cobb and senior
second baseman Mau Kelleher are
both hitting at a .375 clip, with
Kelleher driving in 25 runs as the
ninth hitter in Miller's lineup.
"We've hit the ball well all
season, and one of our keys is
our team speed," Miller said."When
we get on base, we can turn routine plays into mistakes.
"We have a good bunting team,
and that helps us because we don't
have a lot of power. But we have
a lot of guys who can hit singles,
and we just need to concentrate
on being patient at the plate and
getting on base."
After his complete-game 3-1
win over Lone Oak in Thursday's
First Region championship game
at Brooks Stadium gave Murray
its third region crown in eight

years. 6-8, 275-pound junior righty
Ed Baust (4-4, 3.36) is Miller's
probable starter for Wednesday.
Junior third baseman Blake Rayburn (6-1, 2.48) and fellow righthander Blake Hoover (4-3, 3.92),
a sophomore, head the Tiger
bullpen.
MHS' pitchers will counter an
Eagle lineup keyed by first baseman Sewell (.393, 35 RBIs), shortstop Jeff Martin (.360- 25), Fares
(.347, 29), Ray (.340) and Josh
Taylor (.319).
Ray homered in Apollo's 7-1 victory over Muhlenberg North in the
Third Region title game Friday at
Muhlenberg South. Apollo has plated 229 runs this year, while the
Tigers have ceded 111.
"We have a solid defense, so
our pitchers have to use that and
keep doing what they've been
doing," Miller said.
The winner of Wednesday's
nightcap will face the survivor of
the 5 p.m. contest between No. 9
Webster County (21-14) from the
Second Region and Fourth Region
champ Greenwood (16-17) in the
semi-state title game Thursday at
7 p.m.
The team that emerges from

III See Page 7

Shepherd
inks with
'Breds
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds have announced the signing
of Franklin-Simpson High School
right-hander Chandler Shepherd.
During the 2002 season, Shepherd was 12-3 with a 1.61 ERA.
striking out 120 and walking onl
.31 in over 87 innings of work.
He averaged 9.66 strikeouts per
seven innings, claiming a 3.87
strikeout-to-walk ratio. Opponents
hit just .130 against Shepherd.
who gave up only 36 hits this
N 1 season.
Shepherd compiled a 26-7 career
record at Franklin-Simpson.
"(Chandler) Shepherd is one ot
the top prospects in western Kentucky.- said MSU head coach Mike
Thieke. "We are very proud to
have him come to Murray State.
and look forward to working with
him and developing him as a
pitcher.."He's a great kid." said FSHS
coach Greg Shelton. "He's a great
pitcher with the opportunity to
further his skills at a tine institution like Murray State.-

Holding Court
Girls' basketball teams from Murray and Calloway County high schools are competing
in this week's Lady Laker/Lady Tiger mini-camp with other area teams. (Left) Calloway's
Felisha Prescott dribbles away from a Lone Oak defender during the Lady Lakers' 2822 victory over the Lady Flash. (Top) Murray's Breanna Volp tries to keep the ball away
from a Heath defender during the Lady Tigers' 44-30 triumph.
Photos By MIKE OHSTROM

Tyson keeps quiet,
on best behavior
with fight nearing
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)- Mike
"All we need to do is get him
Tyson seems to be done talking through the weigh-in on Thursabout Lennox Lewis. or anything day." one Tyson handler said."Then
else for that matter.
we're home free."
Tyson's handlers canceled a
While Memphis geared up for
press conference Monday as they one of the biggest fights ever,
tried to keep the
Tyson did write out a statement
volatile fighter
promising to "put a world of hurt
under
wraps
on Mr. Lewis in a devastating and
with a precious
spectacular manner." but that Wa,
few
days
about as far as it went.
remaining
It was pretty tame stuff for a
before he meets
fighter who spouted profanities at
Lewis for the
the audience and grabbed his crotch
heavyweight
at a New York news conference
title.
in January and followed it with
Arriving for a
expletive-filled tirades at a press
Tyson
training session
gathering in Maui last month.
in a Memphis suburb. Tyson kept
Those eruptions helped hype
to himself, although he seemed the fight. but clearly worried
disappointed that the gay rights Tyson's camp, which wants him
activists, who protested the day to get into the ring Saturday night
before, were nowhere to be seen. with no new controversies fol"Where are my homosexual lowing him.
friends?" he asked.
"1 don't think Mike will be
Tyson otherwise was on his talking this week," his manager,
best behavior, signing autographs Shelly Finkel. said.
for fans waiting outside a gym
Lewis also kept to himself Monwhere he trained for two hours day, though few seemed to care.
before getting into a blue SUV
Tyson is clearly the attraction
and heading back to his rented of this fight. with the local newsluxury home outside the city.
paper following his caravan from
His public relations people, the airport on Friday to see where
meanwhile. said Tyson would have he was staying and local televian open workout Tuesday but would sion stations airing Tyson updates
not answer questions.
repeatedly.

Lakers' task:
four more wins

RICH PEDRONCELLI/AP Photo

ONLY FOUR MORE...Kobe Bryant. shown here in the Lakers' Game 7 overtime victory over Sacramento, will begin
the quest for a third consecutive NBA title when L.A. opens
the best-of-seven Finals Wednesday against New Jersey.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — This
might be a tough encore for the
Los Angeles Lakers.
After winning one of the most
riveting series in playoff history,
they still need four wins over the
New Jersey Nets to earn their
third straight title and a spot in
the record books for their coach.
- But if ever the NBA Finals
could possibly be considered an
afterthought, it's now.
After all, the Lakers are 9-1
favorites over the upstart Nets after
beating the Sacramento Kings in
a series many believe determined
the championship.
One problem could be a letdown, at least early in the bestof-seven series. The Lakers were
indeed tested by the Kings in the
Western Conference finals and were
left with little time to gear up for
the Nets.
"Deep, deeper than we've ever
dug before," Derek Fisher said
after his team's 112-106 overtime
victory in Game 7 at Sacramento.
"1 would say that it was grueling," Shaquille O'Neal said.
. The Lakers. who took Monday
off to rest, were to practice Tuesday in nearby El Segundo.
Game 1 is Wednesday night at
Staples Center. Game 2 also will
he in Los Angeles on Friday before
the series shifts to New Jersey for
Games 3, 4 and, if necessary. 5.

The Lakers are making their
21st appearance in the NBA Finals
and will be shooting for their 14th
championship, including five in
Minneapolis before moving to Los
Angeles in 1960.
The Nets, in the playoffs for
the first time since 1998, will be
playing in the finals for the first
time. Their 10 playoff wins this
spring are one more than their
total since joining the NBA in
1976.
"They have a nice little team,"
Robert Horry said.
"They play with a lot of emotion, they play with a lot of moxie,"
Lakers coach Phil Jackson said.
"We felt confident that the winner of this conference would win
the series and we still believe it."
Confidence is never a problem
for the Lakers. Even when they
trailed the Kings 3-2 they were
upbeat — from Jackson to the
end of the bench.
The Lakers' fans even include
some Nets.
"I was rooting for the Lakers
to pull it out because I wanted to
go home and play them," said
Lucious Harris. who grew up in
Los Angeles and attended Long
Beach State. "It's unbelievable to
be going home and playing the
champions."
Keith Van Horn, from nearby
Diamond Bar, spent his childhood
rooting for the Lakers.
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Agassi rallies to
French quarters

War Emblem to meet
fresh faces in Belmont
NEW YORK (AP) — Sunday
Break hopes to make up for lost
time with a vittOry in the Belmont Stakes.
The colt raced only twice as
a 2-year-old and didn't win his
first race until January. Then he
was left out of the Kentucky Derby
because he didn't have enough
graded-stakes earnings to make the
20-horse field.
So trainer Neil Drysdale
skipped the Preakness Stakes and
sent Sunday Break to Belmont
to train for last week's Peter Pan
Stakes. The 3-year-old horse
rewarded Drysdale's patience with
a one-length victory.
Now, Sunday Break will try
to play spoiler to War Emblem's
Triple Crown bid in Saturday's
1 1/2-mile Belmont. He's one of
six new horses who will challenge the Derby and Preakness
winner.
"I think not running in the
Derby or Preakness will help him."

Tigers

Drysdale said. "He's a late developer. He's going to be better
later in the year."
Ten years ago. Drysdale followed a similar path with A.P.
Indy. who missed the first two
Triple Crown races because of a
hoof injury.
A.P. Indy used a win in the
Peter Pan as preparation for the
Belmont, which he won. He later
was named Horse of the Year.
Sunday Break, who has never
finished out of the money in
seven starts, will be ridden by
Gary Stevens. The jockey knows
something about spoiling history.
In 1998. Stevens and Victory
Gallop edged Real Quiet by a
nose in the Belmont, ending trainer Bob Baffert's second Triple
Crown bid in two years.
War Emblem's run at history
will be attempted against a likely field of 11. Besides Sunday
Break, there are five other newcomers scheduled to flirt.

PARIS (AP) - He was once Garros was nearly ended by a
part of a new tennis generation, wild-card entry named Paul-Henri
a phase of his life when "Image Mathieu.
Is Everything" defined Andre Agas"There are plenty of matches
si, from his Icng hair to his cut- where somebody is really down
off shorts.
and out and they get back in the
Now the 32-year-old husband tournament," Agassi said.
and father dresses conservatively
He needed to rally from two
on the court, is mostly bald and sets and a break down to overhas greater appreciation for both take Mathieu 4-6, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3,
the game and his skills.
6-3 and move to the quarterfinals.
Agassi's hardly the grand ol' man
"1 don't know if I would have
of tennis, but he must now con- done this before when I was
tend with the twentysomethings. younger," Agassi said.
Some of them-speak of Agassi in
Fourth-seeded Agassi must play
reverential terms but would like another youngster, 22-year-old Juan
nothing better than to fatten their Carlos Ferrero, a semifinalist the
resumes by beating a seven-time last two years, who took out GasGrand Slam champion.
ton Gaudio.
For the second time in as many
No. 2 Marat Safin got by one
matches, Agassi. the oldest play- Frenchman, Arnaud Di Pasquale.
er left in the French Open draw, and must now contend with anothhad to get by a 20-year-old upstart. er, Sebastien Grosjean. Grosjean,
He took care of Tommy Robre- a 2001 French Open semifinalist,
do easily in the third round, but eliminated Xavier Malisse.
on Monday his stay at Roland
The runner-up at the Australian
Open in January, Safin has made
the quarterfinals in each of the
last four Grand Slam tournaments.

•••

From Page 6
County includes No. 3 Lexington
Brooks Stadium will advance to Catholic (29-8), No. 14 Covingthe state tournament semifinals June •ton Catholic (36-3) and No. 16
13 at 7 p.m. CDT at Applebee's Pulaski County (26-5).
Park in Lexington against the SemiThe championship game of the
State 3 winner.
four-team double-elimination state
That semi-state at Franklin tournament is set for June 14 at
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored Bs

Haverstock and biter 171
Insurance Agency ateztilr
Lindy Suiter

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray. KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pc r GB
Atlanta
32
552
26
New York
21/2
28 509
29
Florida
3 1/2
28
29 491
Montreal
31/2
28
29 491
Philadelphia
32 418
23
7 1/2
Central Division
Cincinnati
23 589
—
33
St Louts
31
25 554
2
Pittsburgh
31
26
456
7 1/2
Houston
31 .446
8
25
Chicago
34 393 11
22
Milwaukee
36 .368 12 112
21
West Division
Arizona
—
22 614
35
Los Angeles
34
1
23 596
San Francisco
32
24 571
21/2
Colorado
30
28 517
5 1/2
San Diego
33 431 10 1/2
25
Monday's Games
Montreal 7, Pittsburgh 5
Atlanta 5, N.Y. Mitts 4
Milwaukee 7, Chicago Cubs 6
Los Angeles 11, Colorado 5
Arizona 10, Houston 4
San Francisco 11, San Diego 3

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Boston
37
17 685
New York
37
21
638
2
Baltimore
26
29 473 11 12
Toronto
21
33 389 16
Tampa Bay
18
327 19 1.2
37
Central Division
Minnesota
32
25 561
Chicago
29
28 509
3
Cleveland
28
28 500
3 1/2
Kansas City
21
33 389
9 12
Detroit
21
34
382 10
West Division
36
20
22
32
27
29
32
23

Seattle
Anaheim
Oakland
Texas

643
593
482
418

3
9
12 1.2

Monday's Games
Detroit 7. Boston 6. 10 innings
Toronto 6. Tampa Bay 1
Baltimore 4, N Y Yankees 3
Chicago White Sox 4, Kansas City 0
Seattle 4 Oakland 1
Anaheim 5, Texas 2

6 p.m.
"When you advance like we
have, the competition obviously
gets stronger and stronger, so you
have to keep your focus and keep
doing the things that got you
there," Miller said.

Thunder takes 3rd in Mayfield
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD, Ky. — The Murray Thunder 10-under baseball team
recently competed in the RC Cola
Memorial Day Classic, finishing
the tournament in third place.
The Thunder took a forfeit win
when the Jackson (Tenn.) TomahawIts failed to appear. Murray's
second game of the day was against
the Hopksinville Hawks.
After trailing the Hawks 6-4
in the fourth inning, the Thunder
rallied to tie the contest to tie the
game at 6-6 in the fifth inning.
Neither team was able to score
again, resulting in a tie.
Logan Burks was the Murray
starter on the mound, allowing six
runs on seven hits in:four innings
of work. Ryan Kelly pitched in
relief, striking out five while allowing just one hit and no runs.
Murray was led offensively by
Kelly, who went 2-for-3 at the
plate while scoring two runs. Austin
Hargrove, Tanner Richerson, Cody
Redden and Nathan Kelso all had
hits for the Thunder.
The local squad then faced the
Madison (Ala.) Dodgers.
Redden went the distance on
the mound for Murray, allowing
four runs on three hits and getting a solid effort from his defense.
Logan Burks, Brock Downey
and Andrew Cavitt had multiple
hits for Murray. Redden and Kelly

both added singles as the Thunder came away with a 7-4 win.
With a 2-0-1 record, Murray
advanced to the semifinals in the
championship round to face the
No. 1 nationally-ranked Arkansas
Stealers. But rains forced the cancellation of the contest after only

two batters came to the plate.
The Thunder improved its overall record to 12-3-1 on the year.
The Murray club is scheduled to
return to the field for the Bluegrass Classic, slated for Friday-Sunday at the Murray-Calloway Connty Park.

BETTER BUILT GARAGES,INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Dwain Warren, Owner

15 Years In Business
Perry Warren, Manager

(270)674-5530• Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:

Completely Erected. Includtng Concrete Floor
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Mater a,

A. 4" concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12" footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. Constr. gr.
Studs
G. 7/16" O.S.B.
undersiding
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

I. Sell-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft. O.C.
J. 1/2" plywood/O.S.B.
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

"Remember Me This Way"
[CHONG]

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w/hardboard siding
Deluxe Models - vinyl siding
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
$4025
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
$4825
2 CAR(18x20)
LARGE CAR (22x22)
$5125
LARGE CAR(22x22)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
•
$5325
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24410)
$5925
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
57275
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT-CALL (IS- WE WONT BE UNDERSOLD

$4525
S5225
$5325
$5675
$6425
$7675

For everything you plan on.
And everything you don't.

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom Bulit - Buy Or Rent To Own'

r QUESTIONS
ABOUT PURCHASING A NEW CAR?

TI

Should I buy or lease a new car? What's the best value for my money?
Which car has the most safey features for my growing family?
How can I be sure the pre-owned car I'm buying is reliable?

Alh. •

Our honest, knowledgeable and friendly sales team
can answer your questions,

ca)
CHUCK WILLIAMS

JOHNNY MORRIS

01.•

EUGENE MCWHERTEI:

P1112.01711t--,

irerN

Come by and see
our great selection
of new and pre-owned vehicles.
Our salesman will gladly assist you in making
the right vehicle choice
for you.

Waft

Nissan of Murray
800 Chestnut St. • Murray •(270) 753-8850

It's fast It's easy And a prime rate makes it smart
Car repairs

credit. Home improvements

nerpe(fed tax hills A home equity line ot credit is an ideal war to handle

almost anv expense that comes up And it's a smart was to pas for things too - with
loss interest rate the potential for tax-deductible interest, and no closing costs
Credit card or check a«ess provides additional
(onveniente To vols. see your local'Union Planters Bank

Home Equity

tine of Credit from
Union Planters

7,%.
.. ..)4PR

Prime all the time:
No dosing costs.

Attlt unlonplanters tom
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Rabies on rise in North Carolina, spreading in South
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP)— Junior
Simmons and his crew are on alert.
Five years after rabies appeared
to be on the decline in North Carolina, the disease is spreading
through the Wilkes County raccoon
population as quickly as a mountain fire.
•
Wilkes County and neighboring
Yadkin County led the state in rabies cases this year through April
30. each with 13 cases. All of the
cases in Wilkes and six in Yadkin
were detected in raccoons.
Wilkes had 15 cases in all of
2001.
The renewed increase has Simmons, the Wilkes animal control director, and some of his peers on
edge. That's why they make sure
they have their gloves and guns
handy when they get a call about a
raccoon that's acting strangely or

one that's tangled with the family
dog.
"From the word 'rabies,' people
are frightened when you hear that,"
Simmons said.
It's a word — and a disease —
that people in North Carolina and
throughout the Southeast are going
to have to learn to live with, Simmons said.
A rabies epidemic in raccoons
that started in West Virginia and
Florida came together in 1994 in
North Carolina, said John Krebs, an
animal epidemiologist with the
Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta. Rabies now stretches unbroken along the Eastern seaboard.
The disease wasn't limited to
raccoons, spreading into skunks,
foxes, bats and domestic animals.
The number of reported cases in
North Carolina, which peaked in

1997 with 879 cases, dropped to
442 by 1999. After a small increase
in 2000, the number of reported
cases grew to 571 last year and is
on pace to reach about the same
number this year.
Lee Hunter, a veterinarian with
the state Division of Public Health,
said increases and decreases are expected as the disease thins out wild
animal populations. As the populations recover and increase, the
spread of rabies is renewed, and the
number of reported cases grows.
"I think it is here to stay in our
state," Simmons said. "There's no
way to resolve it."
The number of reported cases
isn't expected to reach 1997 levels,
Hunter said.
For one, the disease can no
longer overwhelm an unexposed

population, he said. Also, state public health officials have restricted
rabies testing in their lab to animals
whose diagnosis will affect the
medical treatment of people or animals.
"They're absolutely overwhelmed at this point," Simmons
said.
He estimated that for each case
reported in his county this year,
about the same number of animals
have been suspected of having rabies. In those cases, the animal
didn't have contact with people or
animals and was either found dead,
euthanized or shot by animal control officers, he said.
There are few other options to
help stop the spread of a disease
that is now on the verge of hitting
the Midwest, Krebs said.
The U.S. Department of Agri-

culture has spent more than $42
million during the past five years
on mining the wilderness with
treated fishmeal cakes dropped
from airplanes or placed by hand to
inoculate animals. The program recently was expanded to Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Virginia to try
to create disease-free swaths on
their western borders and keep rabies out of the Midwest.
The department's goal is to cut
down on the 7,369 reported cases
of rabies found in animals nationwide in 2000, about a 5 percent increase from the previous year.
A similar baiting program may
not work well in North Carolina because the disease has already gotten
a strong hold in the state, Hunter
said.
State officials have also tried to
spread the word about the disease

since it first appeared back in the
early 1990s, relying on brochures
and later computer disks packed
with statistics, guidelines and other
information.
Word about the danger and
prevalence of the disease still
hasn't reached many people,
Hunter said, recalling a woman
who performed CPR on a raccoon
she found fighting with her dog.
State budget cuts have forced
the state veterinary public health
program to stop distributing printed
or electronic materials, Hunter said.
The department has also not replaced the veterinarian who moved
to a different state job several
months ago, leaving Hunter alone
in the program for now while a hiring freeze is in place.

Health,environmental groups announce intent to sue EPA
By The Associated Press
Health and environmental
groups from eight Southeastern
states announced Thursday that
they intend to take the Environmental Protection Agency to court
for failing to enforce air pollution
health standards set five years ago.
The groups, including the Southern Alliance for Clean Energy, the
American Lung Association and
the Sierra Club, plan to sue the
EPA in federal court within 60 days
to force the agency to begin implementing stricter standards for ozone
pollution, the main component of
smog.
In the Southeast, 59 cities or
counties that monitor ozone aren't

"We expect to publish a final
meeting the tougher standards, ac- by forcing the EPA to designate
cording to the Southern Alliance which areas fail to comply so the notice in 2003. Once that notice is
states "can start making plans to get published, we'll give states the opfor Clean Energy.
"We've got an excessive amount the air clean."
portunity to comment." said Prince.
The EPA had delayed designatof cities and counties violating the
States would then have three
eight-hour ozone standards," said ing the areas that aren't in compli- years to comply.
alliaria spokeswoman Ulla Reeves. ance because of industry lawsuits
The new regulations limit ozone
"We very clearly have a problem."
challenging the tougher standards. to 0.08 parts per million instead of
But the last legal challenge was 0.12 parts per million and requires
More than 23 million people in
struck
down in March.
ozone levels to be averaged over an
an eight-state region from North
Carolina to Mississippi are exposed . Kay Prince, chief of air planniny eight-hour period instead of the
to-unhealthy levels of ozone pollu- at the EPA regional office in At- current one-hour period.
tion, a component of smog, accord- lanta. couldn't comment on the
The tougher standards will ining to the American Lung Associa- group's intent to sue, but said her . crease the number of counties and
agency has already started the proc- cities out of compliance.
tion.
ess
of implementing the standards
Pam Lewis, executive director
In Alabama, only the Birmingand
will begin to formulate ways to
Thurschapter,
said
of the Alabama
ham area currently fails to meet the
day's action is the first step in help states improve regions of poor
older one-hour standard. But Lewis
cleaning up the region's air quality air quality.
thinks at least three to five more ur-

ban regions of Alabama would fail
to comply under the new levels.
"Since it's not official, the state
won't do anything about it," Lewis
said. "The sooner the EPA does its
work, then the sooner the state does
its work and the residents breathe
healthier air."
Officials with the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park have been
monitoring ozone there since 1998
and have recorded 145 days above
the 0.08 eight-hour standard. The
park registered a record 52 days
above the standard in 1999, then 32
days in 2000 and 14 days in 2001.
Spokesman Bob Miller says the
weather may get some of the credit
for the air quality improvement.

"It would be nice to look at the
numbers and say they're decreasing, but the truth is there's no reason to believe that," Miller said. "In
1999, we had long stretches of Bermuda highs where the park was exposed to the same air day after day
and there was a lot of ozone activity. But, for example, in 2001 there
were lots of fronts that forced air
out of the area."
Also planning to sue the EPA
are the Environmental Defense,
Natural Resources Defense Council
and Clean Air Council. The states
involved are Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina and
Tennessee.

Man builds Habitat for Humanity homes overseas
BEAVER DAM. Ky. (AP) —
Logan C. "Bud" Shown wanted a
change of pace after 27 years working inside his shoe repair shop.
"Why not do something worthwhile and rewarding and do it out-

doors?" the Beaver Dam man asked
himself.
His solution was helping Habitat
for Humanity build homes for lowincome families. At the age of 69.
he not only builds homes locally.

but overseas as well.
Last year he spent about two
weeks in Costa Rica working with
other volunteers from across the
United States. In 2000, he did the
same thing in India. This year, he's

planning to go to the Dominican
Republic. He doesn't have a specific date, but "I can go at a moment's notice anyway because I'm
retired," Shown said.
While others might travel for

SHOPPES OF MURRAY

ordowahoses
1110

Habitat, few do it as extensively as the Korean War in 1951 — which
Shown. At First Christian Church led to a 20-year military career with
in Owensboro, a group of mostly the U.S. Air Force. After a stint in
retirees goes to a small island off Vietnam, Shown retired as a master
the coast of South Carolina to work sergeant in 1972.
with Habitat each year. The group
"I hung up my blue suit one day
has been doing that for about eight and picked up my cobbler's hamyears now, said member Ginger mer the next day," Shown said.
He returned to Beaver Dam and
Carter.
"le-sfun because you-can see the bought the Same Day Shoe Shop,
fruits of your labor from previous, the same business where he had
years," she said.
"
*%4orked as a youngster and teen.
Shown said Habitat projects are When he was ready to retire again
about more than "just building in 1999, he started working fullhouses." Habitat helps families be- time with Habitat.
come more stable and enjoy a bet"I always liked tinkering with
ter life, he said.
building things," he said
Shown inherited his construction
In all, Shown averages about 20
skills from his father, a bricklayer, hours a week, three weeks a month
and his grandfather, a carpenter.
working with the Christian aid orBefore getting into the shoe ganization. His trips overseas also
business, Shown was drafted for include China, Italy and Australia.

•
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STARTS TOMORROW!
MISSES
SLEEVELESS
SWEATERS
Shaker & Cable Styles Reg

99
'34

MISSES
9499
SOLID
SHORTS
Several Great Colors Reg to '30
MISSES
DESIGNER
LOGO TEES
TDFsirs' Reg to '26
MISSES
SLEEVELESS
TOPS
By Rafaella' Reg to '24
MISSES
FASHION
CAPRIS
Solid Novelty

94"
94"
1999

&

Styles Reg to '42

=
AOFF
A%
VOFF

oio
LADIES
FASHION
JEWELRY
— V
Bracelets Necklaces S Earrings
Reg to '40
LADIES
DESIGNER
HANDBAGS
Straws.
Plaids Solids Reg to '59
JUNIOR
$799
ACTIVE
SHORTS
o RT em,
French
T More Reg '14
JUNIOR
$999
LACE-UP
TEES
By Levis SiNertab'

5

Reg '48

JUNIOR
FASHION
DENIM
By Levis Silvertab• Reg '48

99"

t.44
_

MENS
POCKET
TEE
SHIRTS
By Ruff Hewn*

$999

Reg '18

MENS
$999
PLAID
SPORTSHIRTS
By Norman Wells' Reg '25
MENS
PIQUE
$1299
'28
MENS
TWILL
SHORTS
By Authentic Khaki Co' Reg '28
YOUNG
MENS
POLOS
Selected Styles Reg to '28
YOUNG
MENS U.S.
POLO*
Solid & NoveltyTEES
Styles. Reg to '42
YOUNG
9999
MENS
SHORTS
By

ry91-).

92"
92"
949'

UnionBay Reg '38

$4499

MENS SHORT
SLEEVE

DRESS SHIRTS I

By Forsythe'Reg '30

MENS
SILK
NECKWEAR
„is Stripes 8, More Reg '27" '32"
GIRLS
$599
FASHION
KNIT TEES
;everal
Bright Colors Reg to '16

94"

111

v.seloolepasiVall°If

-'

Trimmers Starting at

149"

faiiiicix

Gas BlowerNac

0
..

149"
,

Tools, Not Toys.

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 753-2573
Hrs: Mon-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.• Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
murrayhomeandauto.com
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Classifieds
Marra, Ledger & Times lair Housing Ad Notice

ADJUSTMENT s

All real estate atheni,ed herein IS futwvt 1, the Federal F
Housing Ai. whish makes it illegal to adsenise NIA preteren,
limitation Of di.rtminalion based im rale ,1.110f religion se ,
handicap tamriial status of naininal origin or intention
MI), such preferenses limitations or discrimination

Advertisers are requested to check the first
insertion ot their ads tor any error Murray
Ledger A Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion Any error should be reported rnmedeately so corrections can be made

State laws forbid disi.nnunat ion in the sale rental iads
real estate humeri factors in Addition to those protested under t,
coal law

AD DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 11 a.m.

Tuesday

Fri. 11

We will 1101 knit sigh aicept an adserusing for real estate whr.h
is in idolation ot the law All persons are heretir informed that all
dwellings adsertised are as ailable km an rqual
,t,portunits basis

a.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.

Wednesday

Thursday
Friday

Saturday

r

Ii further assistance with Fair Housing Athertis,r,r2
requirements ;:ontakt'
,
IAA Counsel Rene P Milan

.0J1111.
•„ •

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
160
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & AP/ s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Wanted

111.1111
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40'1 Discount 3rd Run.
All .t Arts Must Run Within 6 Day Period
S2.60 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
LINE Al)ti
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
Om extra for Shopper ilees lassiReds go into shopping Guide C.50 extra for bhod box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

Co Place Your Ad the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Av
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
050

010

010

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

SURPLUS WATER SYSTEM
EQUIPMENT
The Panorama Shores Water System
will accept sealed bids for all well
pumps, filter system and pump motors.
Everything that is in the well house
that pertains to the operation of a water
system. Bids will be accepted from this
date until 4:00 p.m. June 15, 2002 at
Jerry Owens home at 159 Panorama
Drive, Murray, KY 42071, phone
270-436-5682
Inspection of the equipment may be
made by contacting Jerry Owens at the
above phone number by appointment
after 7 p.m. daily.
020

020
Notice

Notice

e'

753-8697
or
759-8858

6 miles northeast
of Murray on
Van Cleave Rd.

It 7

Your Tirc and
Headquarters

0
1
.;
1

*Caps *Jackets
*Shirts •Warmups
•Diecast *License Plates
*Coffee Cups
AND MUCH.
Catfigitiar$
MUCH MORE

EASLEY

500 N. 4TH ST. • MURRAY (Next to Boasloy Sat. & Ant.)
Hours: 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
020

010

Notice

Legal
Notice
KENNETH Roach is no
responsible for Bill or Mi
chelle Bivens or Roach.
Past or Present. Thank
you
020
Notice

BOB-N-K'S
Hwy 641
Puryear. TN
731-247-5995
Games, Food & Fun
Closed Mondays,
Tues_ & Wed.
.50 drafts
5pm to 9pm
Thurs. night
$3.00 pitchers
Fri & Sat
Catfish or Prime Rib

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

FREE
Mini- Manicure
& Polish
w\ China Glaze
Nail Lacquer
Uppercuts
Hair & Tanning Salon
1104 Story Ave.
(270)753-2887
Call today!!
(Offer ends June 15th)
PRODUCE
CONCESSIONS
CRAFTS
MUSICIANS
needed for
Murray s Downtown
SATURDAY MARKET
Info 759-9474
CSO
Lost and Found
BEEN missing since 5-2602. "Spot" Rat terrier,
black and white spotted,
black collar no tags.
Please return. 759-4651.
LOST at Wildcat Resort
Dog Tracking System,
$100 00 Reward 4365232 or 436-2374
060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

WANTED
Salesperson With Sales
Or Car Sales Experience
*Competitive Pay
*5 Day Work Week
*Insurance Options

060
Lost and Found

060
Help Wanted

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

HOMEWORKERS Need
ad $635 weekly process
ing mail. Easy! No experience needed. Call 1-888517-2362 Ext 4605 24Hrs.
Just give us a call, we'll MANAGEMENT company
be glad to help.
seeking Regional Property
Your loved one well
Manager.for sites in Padutry to find,
cah and Murray. Respon'Cause we all have Furry sible for supervision of 620
or Feathered Friends.
rental units. Send resume
Here at the
to PO Box 1040-X, MurLedger & Times.
ray KY 42071
NOW accepting applications part time and full time
Call 753-1916
at Discount Tobacco City
and Lottery, Murray and
060
Benton locations. Apply in
Help Wanted
person at Hinton and Sons
Cash and Carry 621 S. 4th
ADMINISTRATIVE HELP Straat MurrayKY
NEEDED 12-15hrs/week. PART-TIME grill cook &
Flexible hours in a small waitress. Experience helpdiverse business. Excel- ful. Kenlake Marine, Aulent Microsoft Office skills
a must. $7 50/hr. 753- rora, KY 270-474-2245.
4214.
RN needed for busy physician office. Must have excellent organization skills.
AVON Earn $8-15/hour full
Be a self starter, and a reor part time. Call now 1al people person. Reply to.
888-570-6498 or (270)
PO Box 1040-A, Murray.
554-3338. Great OpportuKY 42071
nity.
SUMMER Jobs
CLEANING service
No experience
seeking a few good peo$6- $9 to start
ple. Quick advancements
1-888-974-JOBS
and can lead to supervisor
placement. Apply by appointments only. Call Beverly
759-4222, leave
name, phone number and
reason for calling.

Free
Pallets

FULL time Medical Assistant needed for busy
physician office. Will provide training for career oriented individual. MondayFriday, excellent benefits
Send resume with references to P.O. Box 1040 E
Murray. KY 42071.

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

Murray,KY

'Home every week
'No Northeast •
52c per mile-Loaded or
empty +fuel surcharge
'Weekly settlements
'Direct Deposit Available
'Bobtail, Physical
Damage & Workers
Comp Insurance
Available
'Highway Master Mobile
Communications
*24 HR Dispatch
'Fuel card provided
'Bulk Fuel available
*Fuel taxes filed
'Permits paid
'Liability & Cargo paid
'Base-Plate program
`Safety awards
'tintoading & stop off ri;.o.
tlrSq No-touch Freight
'Dry Van and Flatbed
Opportunities

Call Do-id

X1.0-552-2591 u (IISS
Or Linda
soo-552 2591 Fit 6122
dhaker@milariexpre,,,:orn
,:orn

WILL do office and house
cleaning. 753-1016.

HOME and Garden Party
Part-time/full-time
Average $30.00 an hour
Call Freda 1-866-2534663.

SOCIAL SERVICES
a DIRECTOR VD
Currently seeking a committed professional for the
position of District Director of the Family Services
office in Western Kentucky. Requirements: MSW or
related field. LMFT or LCSW preferred. three years
experience in foster care services: two years supervisory experience. Responsibilities include: overall
supervision of 5-person office providing foster care
and adoption services. networking -with local, public
and private child welfare agencies: oversight of casework management, quality assurance, foster care and
staff recruitment and training: budget development
and monitoring. Competitive salary and benefits.
Send resume to Holston Family Services, 739
Washington St.. Paducah, KY 42003. Holston Family
Services, a ministry of Holston United Methodist
Homes for Children, will become a ministry of the
Paducah District of the United Methodist Church on
Jan. I. 2003. EOE

The People You Need When You Need People"

Hamilton-Ryker
is now accepting Resumes
For Clerical Positions
Data Entry/Accounting/General
Clerical/Computer Skills/Bookkeeping
Paris Office:
412 Tyson Avenue
Monday thru Friday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m
731-644-2373

Hamilton-Ryker offers Health/Dental/Disability Insuransc
Holiday & Vacation Pay and 401K
Remember A fee it never paid or deducted from your chei
k,,i‘cr is a 1)rue Inn'(.,m1r.tio, (II

320
Apartments For Rent

BLUE plaid sofa and love
seat $125&$75. Off white
sofa $100.00. Call 4354242 evenings.

1 bedroom, some utility
paid. washer and dryer
available No pets 7679037.

1 OR 2br apts. near downDINING room table with
town Murray starting at
six chairs and matching
$200/mo. 753-4109.
china cabinet. $200.00
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Call 489-2887.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
190
902 Northwood Dr
Farm Equipment
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
REPO Building! Factory
Equal Housing
has 3 arch style buildings.
Opportunity
For immediate sale. (1)
TDD #1-800-648-6056
40x60, (1) 51x200 & (1)
40x80. Never erected! 1BR apt available, all apOther sizes available! 1- pliances furnished. Mur800-663-3508.
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR APT for rent. All appliances. Pets allowed.
$335/mo. Call 436-6291

200
Sports Equipment

GOLF equipment, Taylor
made burner super steel
woods bubble graphite reg
flex. new condition 1-3-5.
. $390.60. Armour 845 titanium driver reg flex graphite. $65.00. Top flite intimidator titanium woods reg
flex graphite 1-3-5-7 exc.
condition. $300.00. Cart
golf bag exc. condition
$50.00.(731)642-4627.

1BR Apt. $225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR furnished Apt. $200.
per month, $100. deposit.
No pet. 121 N. next to fairground. 753-3139.
1BR Apt., Walk to MSU,
$235/mo 753-2084
2BR duplex at 1304-a Valleywood Dr. $375 per
month 759-4406
260
Mobile Home Lots For Sale

WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802

Please
No Phone Calls

Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-6
Murray, KY 42071

160
Home Furnishings

260
Mobile Home Lots For Sale

First Come
First Serve

Apply In Person At

Brandon Auto World

OWNER
OPERATORS

Business
Opportunity

Our agency has an opening for a personal lines
customer service representative or personal lines
agent.
Job description includes all responsibilities of
selling and servicing all types of personal lines
insurance to families and individuals. Being PropCasualty licensed is a plus.
Our compensation package is competitive based
upon knowledge, experience and licensing status.
We have an excellent fringe benefit package
including group life & health, retirement plans and
two weeks vacation.

MmayANIks1

DRIVERS

100

LOCAL PROPERTY - CASUALTY
INSURANCE AGENCY POSITION

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Tuesday thru Thursday
900 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
270-759-0650

Help Wanted

STAY home & do mail order business. Earn up to
$8,000/mo. PT/FT. Step
by step system. We teach
you how. Free booklet. 1800-416-8471.
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
GOOD used Air Conditioner, refrigerator, stove, carpeting. 753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
ALL STEEL BUILDINGS
Up to 600,o off!
30x60, 50x120, 70x150,
Must Sell! Best Offer!
Rick (800)775-1507.
FOUR Cemetery Lots Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Benton, KY (270) 5278611
TWO window A.C. units
$50.00 a piece. Call 4896126 ask for"John.
Appliances
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
755-171
160
Home Furnishings
BIG savings on bedding
furniture recliners and rollaway, Carraway Furniture
105 N 3rd 753-1502

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at $12,500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC jNSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel.

437-4838 or
270 559-4986
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

2BR in town, quiet
neighborhood, wooded lot.
559-8410.

16X80 mobile home, 3 br,
2bth, excellent condition.
Getting married must sell.
Best offer. Call 753-7655,
leave message.

2BR., duplex. Stove, refrigerator, air conditioner.
$325/mo + deposit. No
pets. 435-4114.
3 and 4 bedroom house,
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
3 Bedroom 2 Bath downstairs apartment. 5353 121
South. 489-2296.
CLEAN 1 Bedroom apartment, appliances furnished
including washer and dryno pets. 436-5496.
EXTRA nice 1 bedroom. 1
bath, appliances furn.,
C/H/A, 1 yr. lease. 1
month deposit 753-2905
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. W/D. 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit. No pets.
753-2905.
EXTRA roomy 2Br., 2
bath. w/ garage, appliances furnished. 1yr. lease &
1 month deposit. No Pets
753-2905
NICE 2br duplex. Carport
1817
and appliances
Ridgewood. 753-7457.
ONE bedroom furnished_
$225 00 month references
required. No pets 7533949.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 2 BR 1 BA
apartment. Appliances including washer and dryer.
1614 Wiswell. $490.00
month_ 759-5,985
VERY nice large 1br, appliances includes W/D
7 9-5885

1986 14x66 Buccaneer
Mobile Home, 2 bedrooms. 1 bath, central heat
and air, built in stereo and
microwave, elec. stove
and refrigerator, new carpet. Call 489-2996 days,
759-1570 after 5:30pm.
1992 Buccaneer, 14X 70,
2br, 2 bath, all appliances,
new carpet. Very nice.
$11,000.(27)437-4210.
MUST SEE!! 4 Bedroom/2
Bath, approx., 1716 sq. ft.
only
Sunshine
2003
$49,900.00. See at Arrowhead Home Sales 3124
Hwy 79N.- Paris, TN.
Monday-Saturday 9:00AM
TO 6:00 PM.
RELIANCE Homes
New double wide set and
delivery with plywood
floors, A/C, side by side
$28,700.
refrigerator
Come by and see us. Located 2 miles North of
Murray on 641. Financing
available, good or bad
credit.
YOUR HOUSING LEADER! Come see why! Arrowhead Home Sales, featuring Sunshine Homes.
3124 Hwy. 79N.-Paris TN
38242.
Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR Rent to own 14x70
Coleman RE 759-4118
NICE 2br. No pets
753-9866
SMALL 28R $225 per
month 753-6012
300
Business Rentals
OFFICE and Business
space for lease near Judicial Center 519-9338

320
Apartments For Rent

I

VISA

320
Apartments For Rent

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid

Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556

TDD 1-800-545-1833-Ext 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
440
Houses For Rent

Lots For Sale

3BR, 2 bath on 3/4 of
acres, garage, screened in
porch, large deck. $550. a
month. 352-291-1932
352-208-2009.
5BR, 2 bath, C/H/A farmhouse. 8 horse barn. Located on three acres, 7
miles out 94 E. $600.
month 339-5601.
6BR, 3 full baths. 1 1/2
acres. 3/4 miles from lake.
$600. a month. No pets.
Option to buy. 517-367010S or S17-241-2412
IN Country, only minutes
from town. 3br, 2 bath, w/
garage, central air/ propane heat. Available June
15. References required.
$525. per month plus deposit. 753-6105 after 6 or
leave mesage.

2-ACRE lot 94W Lynn
Grove area $13,000. 7531624 after 6-00 p.m
460
Homes For Sale

Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40. On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.

3BR brick home with large
bath, large kitchen arid living room combo, newer
appliances, carpet and water heater. Fenced in back
yard with patio, C/H/A, carport with storage room.
$74,000. negotiable
759-5443.
FOR Sale: 3 BR, 2 B, Central HVAC, Nothing Down.
905 Southwood Drive 7535561
HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road
Call 474-2708

3 Br._- 2 Ba .
Central HVAC
905 Southwood Dr.
270-753-5561

MURRAY Store and Lock THREE Br, 1 bath brick
presently has units availa- house on one acre lot, all
ble. 753-2905 or 753- appliances included, 5
miles from Murray 94E.
7536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE $47,500.00 Call 270-4742320.
*Inside climate control
storage
Motorcycles & ATV's
11511
[
*Security alarmed
*Safe 8, clean
-We sell boxes,
200 Yamaha 3-wheeler
•We rent U-Hauls
great condition. 753-2544.
*Heated Boat &
77 H.D. Electraglide. EvRV Storage
e hint new. 753-1522
753-9600
i
i
=2
85

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

1998 Dodge Durango SLE
4x4, white with tan leather
interior, 44,000 miles.
$15,900. Call Chuck at
3 ext.20.
7

Pets & Supplies
1965 Mustang Rebuilt
DOG Obedience.
motor and trans. Serious
Master Trainer.
inquiries only. 759-4429
436-2858.
VERY loveable 5 week old after 5:00.
Husk Wolf pups, 4 black, 1989 Cadillac DeVille
$75.00 each. Three other 147,xxx miles. $2,975.
marked $125.00 each 759-8911.
1993 Grand Prix 4 door, v75
14
6, $3,800. 527-2328 or
437-3001
1994 Nissan Sentra XE
NICE! runs great $2,300
HAY for sale in field
OBO. Call Ryan at 762Rolli Square
6138
492-6200 or 753-7688
1996 BONNEVILLE-great
shape, highway miles. SolPublic Sale
id transportation. Below
book at $4,650.00. Call
Limousin
PUREBRED
767-0075
Bulls. 15 to 19 months old
1996 Lumina, one owner,
Call 436-5416
89,000 miles, $4,500.
430
Seen at 413 S 9th Street.
Real Estate
753-3958.
•1999 Pontiac Grand Pnx
HALEY Professional
GT. 4 door. white, 1 ownAppraising
er, 3,7xx miles •1990
270-759-4218
Chevrolet Lumina, 59.xxx
'For What It's Worth'
miles 753-1376 after 6pm.
460
Homes For Sale

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Our Offer to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility
•Competitive fixed aid adjustable interest rates
•Multiple no money down programs
•Nlo income/no asset verification
programs priced at conventional rates

411

2BR New washer/ dryer
air conditioned carport,
storage shed $400/ mo
lease + deposit required
No pets 753-7920

MAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
OF 01,AelINDLY WAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST

Global Mortgage Link
Germ' Puckett• Darren A Jones • Sit quehn Watson
753-741r • Ill N. 12th St. Suite IR

PAGE 10
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Used Cars

490

530
Used Cars

Services Offered

WANT A CAR?

MAKE A CALL!
Toll Free! 1-877-280-7970
Ask for Susan

99% Approval
GUARANTEED!

comin
g**
$1811"
104 W. 5th St.
Benton, KY 42025
877-280-7970
270-527-8671

APP s5): :d..s lax and 'icense down wAC
Tan
99 Miala. 6reen
Top, loaded, leather, excellent condition. Call Joe
at 492-8279 or 753-1130

NEW CAR
TRADE INS
98 ‘VINI)STAR
RCM

'St.

r

(- Art
Ni,c $5,600

94 kl T1\1% GXF
s , Wind is,
I. ii $2,995
(

753-1522

530
Services Offered
AFFORDABLE Mower repair. tillers, go cans, etc

Free pickup, delivery. 436
2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
. New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs•
Concrete Work.
AGC Certified.
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const. Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite

& Water Damage. Re
TOYOTA
Carnry. LE, placement Windows. Vinyl
1998. PS. AC PW. key- Siding, Painting, Decks.
less entry. fm cassette. Call Larry Nimmo.
very clean, excellent con- 753-9372, 753-0353.
56.000
dition
miles,
AN affordable lawn service
512.700 436-5610

Higgins Lawn Service
in Calloway
(270)436-5953
I neat Gel 519-9499

510
Campers
CAMPER- 1970 18 ft
sleeps 6, Ref & stove. furnace S800 Firm Boat1976 Polarkraft 16 ft 50
HP Evenrude. depth finder, fish locator, trolling motor trailer $1.500 Firm
474-8333
COLONEL 2011. sleeps 6.
T V 759-2407
Boats & Motors
1990 19 Astro Bass boa
w. 150 Mercury All extras
and garage kept $7.000
OBO 759-3771
2000 21 ft Suntracker
Party Barge witrailer 40
Hp.Mercury engine, like
new priced below wholesale for quick sale
$12.750 Tommy Vance
Farm Equipment Home
731-641-0197, cell 731697-2397
FOR Sale 1995 Aquatron
190 ski boat. 3.0 Liter Mercuiser. Bimini Top, AM-FM
CD w 1 speakers One
rDwn«- r
trailer
2001
',3-4241

630

L services

Offered

TUESDAY JUNE 4, 2002

MURRAY LEDGER & TIME S

_J

A atturdabie hauling, junk

clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141
A-1 -AFFORDABLE HAULING junk clean up, cleaning out sheds, gutters. tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737.
437-3044.

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns. Metal Buildings. Fencing.

Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geurin

"The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
•References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
•Fully Insured
*Free Estimates
270-759-1953

FREE up more time for
yourself Call Mike at 7539103 Odd lobs and minor
home maintenance
By Appointment
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
'grinding, firewood Insured. 489-2839.
GET your yard mowed
trimmed or raked if needed, for a great looking yard
at low prices call 270-474
7320

HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete, mason
ry. carpentry No lob too
smalL (731)247-3015
HAULING
Cleaning out garages.
sheds, carport atics.
and storage
753-2555
_Luke Lamb

753-5827.
MASSAGE
By licensed Massage
Therapist Coldwater Rd.
Murray 853-1172

Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
*Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
*Striping
*Hauling

759-0501
753A537
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
MOWING and Trimming
Small to large yards
within Murray area.
Steve 767-9178
PAINTING
Pay less
_SatDan 753-9618

David's Home
Improvement
Aaier Divnaged Lists
Braces & Floor Joists

Remodeling 8E Plumbing

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

731:247.5422
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
MOWERS FOR SALE
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
753-0260

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.

Midway Fence. All types
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.

TOM'S Window Cleaning,
paint, pressure washing.
767-9014.

MULCH Delivered

WE SERVICE

Murray.
436-5560

All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
Spending your hard earned on new flooring?
Then why let just anyone install it?
Our owners are our installers!
Visit our Showroom today for
all your floor covering needs!
CARPET & R ILOVERING
over 34 Years Exp.

753-7728

,Torn
Taylor
Rd

On The Square• Murray
(270) 753-1713
660
Free Column
FREE kittens
to good home
759-1699

OurraY
—

•

IWO Mirk

Knrghl's
Hazel KY

M & T Painting
Now scheduling summer work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979

Ricky Boggess
DBA Sykes Plumbing
*Well Pumps
•Water & Sewer Line,
eWater Ileaten•
• \II Repairs - Big or Small
•New or Remodeling

wanted
DARK

tobacco

pants

$5 00 a tray 753-5522

''.SELL
OUT!'
ma)
Advertise
your
yard sale
in the
classifieds!
MURRAY
LEDGER &

TIMES

753-1916

530
Services Offered

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

Roofing Metal

Specializing in Roof Repairs
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'

5.000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Free Estimates - 10 Years Experience

489-6155 or Cell 339-7 16

#1 & #2 available in most colors

••••........,........
A
thik
.....M.
.I.I.IM.

...X
...

270-7594610
Plumber 1,0;()

...b.ift
.
...Mellm
i.,..
A
l •

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

\Li.ter

_

r

t

LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

Full Line of Equipment
LICENSER & INSURED
Owner: Mark Lamb

David's Cleaning
Services
• We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing "Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Full Line of
Hedge Trimming Equipment

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Tree & Slump Removal
Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

-u

1-800-821-6907

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

it-re EstimateA
24 Hr Service
Hedge Trimming

III
IL

Lamb Brothers
-31 Tree Service

Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

((2701759-3024•MOW 548-5282)

IIMM6

-16-1

Wiggins Furniture

Mark Lamb's
Tree Service

...
VS
7
.X
.

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

-

•I.

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

•36 years experience
*Interior & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
*Free estimates
Please call 753-8858.
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates.
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

530
Services Offered

Your Home improvement Headquarters

*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs

Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walter% 753-2592
FENCING

Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
DRYWALL Finishing New
and repairs. 436-5931.

530
Services Offered

Services Offered

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING

PROFESSIONAL
Lawn
Care Mowing, trimming,
landscaping. hauling. Reasonable Rates, free estiBACKHOE & TRUCKING
mates. For All your lawn
ROY HILL.
care needs call B&B Lawn
Septic system, gravel.
Care at 753-8407
white rock.
ROOF LEAKING?
436-2113
Call a professional.
BRANDON'S
435-4645_
Outdoor Services
SANDBLASTING
and
*Paint *Lawn *Mulch
painting, glass bead blast*Shrubs *Tiling •Bushhog
ing_ Trailers, lawn furni(270)416-5277
CARPORTS Starting at ture, no job too small.
American Metal Finishers
$675 installed. Roy Hill
251-3700,
(270)
(V01436-2113
CLEAN - IT
Professional
Cleaning Service
Window Washing
Carpet Cleaning
Tile Floor Strip + Wax
Business, Residential.
PatWalsh (270)623-8813
(Call For Free Estimate's)
CONCRETE Finishing,
sidewalks, driveways, patios, general maintenance.
Free Estimates 435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald L. Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 836-5681
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl

530

Services Offered

Phone (270) 759-4734

Tree & Stump
Remora(

Commercial &
Residential

To Advertise
Your Business
Call Our
Classified Department
at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
June 5. 2002:
You're unusually creative, especially
with your finances and talents. You find
a path to whatever you want. Others
become more supportive than in previous
years. Aim for what you want, though do
bring others into your plans and ideas.
Dropping unexpected news might not be
the most popular move possible. You
broaden your horizons, making many
more friends than in the years past. If you
are single. you will find this year to be
significant. You meet someone through
your friends. A loved one becomes much
more important. If you are attached, Mix
more friendship into your relationship.
You both gain by working together.
ARIES is always your friend.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive:
3-Average: 2-So-so: 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
**** You still might be on overload.
with too much going on. Clear out as
much as you can, yet, at the same time,
reorganize your schedule. All that you
need to. get done could overwhelm you.
Extremes mark your moods. Tonight
Indulge a loved one.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20i
** Delegate what you can, then close
the, door and dig into your work. Reach
Out for expert advice. Opportunities pop
up out of the blue. You might not be
inclined to take any risks. You will tend
to overdo it anyway. Postpone phone
calls until later in the day. Tonight:
Vanish with a loved one.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** Aim for what you want.
Success follows those who go that extra
mile. Adjust to unusual financial
requests. Sometimes you need to spend
money in order to make money. Your
attitude tells someone you mean business! Tonight: A midweek get-together
with friends.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
**** You go to the head of the class.
You lead others in new directions.
Simply flow with the opportunities that
head your way. Reorganize your schedule, if need be. Do not underestimate
your abilities and what you can get done.
Tonight: Work as late as necessary.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Fiery impulsiveness leads
your way. Act like a true fire sign. Your
creativity marks your actions. Others
step back when they see your enthusiasm
and drive,'Yes, you do know what you
are doing. You have previously thought
through what you desire. Tonight' A
midweek break.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
* *** Deal with another directly.
What might he a problem for you. might
not he for someone else. Why not ask
another to pitch in and help? Your intuition helps you when dealing with a boss
or loved one. Think through a decision
carefully. Tonight: Go along with another's ideas.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Just because someone agrees
with you, doesn't mean that it's so. Be
willing to adapt to changing circumstances. An opportunity might be too
good to turn away from. Check out facts,
don't take anything for granted. Do abetter job of listening. Tonight: Be your
easygoing self.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21).
*** When others might scatter, you
maintain your focus. Knowing what you
want can help Curb unrealistic expectation. especially financial ones You'll be
happier as a result. Information comes in

1

quickly. You might be overwhelmed.
Tonight: Get some exercise.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 2h
***** You easily .could be overwhelmed by another's offer. Much
changes as a result. Your ability to flex
could make a big difference. Yoq allow
more creativity in, and you work through
problems quickly. A partner makes giggestions. Tonight: Play away.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** ** Take charge at work, even if it
means doing some mental reorganization.'You could be overwhelmed by others and what they need or want from you.
Pace yourself, as you also have limited
enengy. Think about delegating some of
your responsibilities. Tonight: In the
limelight.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Return calls and stay on top of
messages. As a result of a conversation.
you could find that plans need to be
updated. A mend wants one thing right
now and something else later. Don't get
uptight. Flow with options. Tonight:
Hang out.

401 RI
ROLLOVERS
Yes,
We Can Help!
c„.u
401°

a higher-up. Tonight Indulge yourself
and another.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Deal with a money matter headon. Though you might not be sure of
what you want and expect from someone, ask for the support you need. Your
opinion of a boss or an authority figure
transforms. Your imagination impresses

BORN TODAY:
Actor Mark Wahlberg (1971). musician
Kenny G (1956). TV journalist Bill
Moyers (1934)
***

www.murrayledger.com

Vote DON SENF
SHERIFF
First In Experience - Training - Education

REMEMBER IN NOVEMBER
Paid For

By Don Sent

campaign

Committee

JOHN W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Eye Physician and Surgeon
Ophthalmologist

Specializing In:
*No Stitch Cataract Surgery

*Laser For Diabetic Retinopathy and Glaucoma
*Ocular Plastic Surgery
*Botox Injections For Facial Wrinkles
Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 8-12 p.m.
By Appointment

BU

270-753-6272 or 1-800-272-9477

753-4703

Located across from Roy Stewart Stadium

1702 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

(next to Office Depot)
New Patients Welcome

Don't Simmer
This Summer

tro
UNA"
RI
==I

Heating

Air Conditioning

SERVICES:
Replacements • New Installation • Service All Brands
Give Us A Chance 7b Quote Your Replacement or New System

*FREE Estimates On New System Or Replacement.

Garrison Heating 8 Cooling
2994 State Route 94 East
Murray, KY 42071

KY Lic. No. M03417

Owner - Mark Garrison

270-753-7600

DEAR DR GOTT My husband, a
diabetic, has had a heart attack,
nypertension, a stroke — and hallucinations. His doctor says this may be
Alzheimer's disease. What can I
expect in the future? My husband is
forgetful, not safe to drive and can be
very belligerent at times.
DEAR READER: Dementia has
many causes, of which Alzheimer's
disease is just one — but a big one, as
you know. To date, there is no consistently effective therapy for this dreadful disorder. Consequently, when doctors are faced with patients who have
early dementia, testing is usually centered around treatable causes of the
affliction.
For example, in your husband's
case there are at least two other
strong possibilities: stroke and insufficient circulation to brain cells.
Uncontrollable hypertension is a
leading cause of brain disturbances.
Not only is the disease associated
with bleeding into the brain (hemorrhagic stroke), it is also a cause of
blood clots that travel to the brain and
become wedged (thrombotic stroke).
Moreover, your husband has already
had at least one stroke, which makes
the likelihood of another almost a certainty, unless the condition is treated.
Second is the issue of cerebral
(brain) circulation. All of us, as we
age, develop rust in the pipes. Our
arterial linings become roughened,
and the arteries become narrowed.
Both these conditions are marked by
blood clots that may adhere to arterial
linings, further reducing the flow of
oxygen-rich blood through the blood
vessels. This can deprive healthy nervous tissue of vital nutrients, leading
to dementia. Unfortunately, your husband is a diabetic; this disease accelerates the aging process and puts him
in a higher risk category.
In my opinion, your husband needs
more testing, such as an Mill scan, to

DEAR ABBY: I write a monthly
column called "Abilities," for people
with disabilities, which appears in
PETER
the San Diego Union-Tribune. In it
GOTT, M.D.
I try to enlighten and empower others with and without disabilities.
You were right to advise "Confused in Kingston, N.Y." to level with
her friend about the cruel comment
his fiancee made about her club foot,
which caused her to bow out of the
determine if his mental changes are wedding party. However,the truth is
due to repeated strokes or poor circu- that life is too short to waste time
lation. If so, he should receive antico- trying to right every wrong. I don't
agulant medication, as well as other ignore rude remarks like the one feadrugs to lower his blood pressure, tured in that letter, but in most
improve circulation, reduce his blood instances, I consider the source.
Abby, there are many battles to
sugar levels and — perhaps —
fight in life, but this type of battle is
improve his cognitive functioning.
Now the bad news. From your brief not one I choose to tackle. I believe
description, I believe that your hus- that each of us has the right to
band has relatively severe brain dis- choose whom we want to include in
ease that will probably not improve our lives. Cultivating willing friendappreciably. I say "appreciably" ships is far more gratifying than
because, at times he may inexplicably struggling to salvage those that
revert to almost-normal, only to weren't meant to be.
MARILYN'SALISBURY,
descend inexorably into progressive
SAN DIEGO
dementia. This situation is of vital
with
meet
should
you
importance, and
DEAR MARILYN: While I
his doctor to decide on a strategy. For
instance, your husband may need agree that one cannot force
let's not forget that
more supervision and care than you friendships,
was already a well-estabcould possibly give; his belligerency there
lished friendship — that of the
may require prescription drugs for
and the woman who
control. Ultimately, he may need groom
wrote to me.
nurstransfer from home to a skilled
When a couple plan their
ing facility. You and his physician can wedding, they usually discuss
best
the
discover
to
together
work
and agree upon who their
approach to this heart-breaking prob- attendants will be. If the bridelem.
to-be had an objection, the perIn summary, you must be certain son to whom she should have
that your husband's mental problems voiced it was the groom —
are not caused by a treatable condi- which would have saved a lot of
tion (such as strokes, hypothyroidism hurt feelings. Read on:
or a vitamin deficiency). Then, you
should obtain the home-help that you
DEAR ABBY: As a professional
need at the same time that you evalu- wedding coordinator, I must
ate whether or not institutional man- respond to "Confused."
agement may be your best (and only)
Last year I worked on two wedoption in the.future.
dings held only a month apart. I'll
never forget them. The first could
have been a layout in a fashion
magazine. The bride and groom
were gorgeous, their clothing perfect — all five bridesmaids were
petite and stunning, and the male
attendants looked like models.
However, the behavior of the wedding party at the rehearsal and ceremony showed that they valued
appearance above all else. I later
"Your GE Dealer'
found out that the couple had hired
people from their health club to
212 E. Main St.
serve as their attendants to assure
753-1586
the pictures would look good.
I couldn't help but compare the
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STAY UPSTAIRS ,

•I ErET TO lOORKI
30 WAITING E-MAILS!
GRAB SOME COFFEE:
12. PAGRE E-MAILV

ANSWER E-MAILS'
84 THE TimE I'M DONE
as wiDRE E- MAILS!

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

MY WHOLE DAY IS
WASTED ON E-MAIL
I'M SICK OF ITS!
I REFUSE TO..

r...00RS. FOUR MINUTES)
HAVE PASSED. I HAVE
TO CHECK MY E-MAIL.
401CH OF tAS CAN
BREAK UP WITH
SOMETHII4(r THAT'S
SO ATCENTNE...

company for the next three years.
10 years ago
experience with the next wedding I
The 1972 senior class of CalloRecent births reported include a
coordinated. The bride sat down
way
County High School dedicated
and
rehearsal
the
with me before
girl to Michele and William Johntold me that her cousin, a brides- son on June 3, a girl to Karen and its yearbook. The Laker, to Frances
maid, was in a wheelchair and very
business teacher
David Elliott on June 3 and a boy to Armstrong,
ill. The bride wanted to be sure
teachers of the Murray
Retiring
and John Burress on June 3.
everything would be handled with Mitzi
School System are picIndependent
was
Murray
of
Voilet Speight
sensitivity. We discussed the prowere honored by the
they
as
tured
cession, ceremony and reception in special speaker at the May 21 meetEducation
Murray
Association. The
detail, with the bride's focus on her ing of the Owensboro Davies
cousin's comfort. It turned out to be County Lioness Club in Owens- are Modelle Outland Murl Robertson, Georgia Wear, Lorene Swann
a glorious day. Their love and car- boro.
ing radiated to everyone in attenSgt. Chester H. Berry Jr. has ar- and Eula Mae Doherty. Nw officers
dance. Sadly, one month later her
the association are Ruth Pasco,
rived for duty at Beale Air Force of
COUBDI died.
Baron
West and Betty Scott.
Calif.
Base
in Marysville.
Need I tell you which wedding
40
years
ago
20 years ago
was more beautiful? More meaningThe
exercises
commencement
AssoThe Murray Educational
ful? It had nothing to do with physifor
State
are being
Murray
College
cal appearance.
the
in
second-place
won
ciation
The groom whose fiancee did Kentucky Education Association held today with Dr. Andrew D.
not want his friend with the club
Competition for a local newsletter. Hold, president of the University of
foot to participate in their wedding
Tennessee. as speaker. Receiving
should take a long, hard look at "The Missing Link," edited by
degrees are 378 students.
enMurray's
was
Mowery,
Kathryn
his bride-to-be. She is either too
Capt. James Perkins of Murray
immature or too selfish to under- try.
Club will attend the 27th
Kiwanis
should
Adventures
ceremony
their
stand what
-Children's Cultural
really celebrate.
in French," a summer program, annual convention of the Kiwanis
JUDY IN TUCSON sponsored by the Calloway County International at Denver. Colo., June
Public Library, has been scheduled 10-14.
DEAR JUDY: I agree. The
New Officers of Calloway
consecutive year.
most important ingredient in for the fourth
Retired Teachers AssociaCounty
Murray
the
New
of
officers
all,
a wedding should, above
Business and Professional Women's tion are A. Carman. Kenton Woobe love.
Club are Kathy Hodge, Betty Lou dall, Cleo Gillis Hester and Fred
***
Hill, Brenda Green, Carrie Beale Gingles.
Pauline Phillips and her daughter
50 years ago
Anna Bailey. Martha Babb and
and
Jeanne Phillips share the pseudonym
G.B. Scott of Ryan Milk ComMaythe
of
Apperson
Kate
Mary
Abigail Van Buren. Write Bear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
field Emblem BPW Club, were spe- pany has been named as chairman
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
of the 16th annual observance of
cial guests at the meeting.
Mary Bain was winner of the an- June Dairy Month in Murray and
***
nual George Hart Memorial Ladies Calloway County.
For an excellent guide to becoming a
Golf Invitational Tournament held
Representing the Murray Lions
better conversationalist and a more
attratetive person, order "How to Be
Club at the Kentucky Lions Club
at Murray Country Club.
Popular." Send a business-size, selfConvention held in Louisville were
30 years ago
addressed envelope, plus check or
Members of the Local 1068 of Mr. and Mrs. W.Z. Carter. Mr. and
money order for 115 (U.S. funds only) to:
Dear Abby Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box
UAW of Murray Division of the Mrs. Charles Oakley. Mr. and Mrs.
447, Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447.
Company voted June 2 to Charles Schultz. Mrs. Fred Shultz
Tappan
(Postage is included.1
ratify the new contract with the Sr. and W.B. Moser

CONTRACT BRIDGE

It Pays to Plan the Play
he starts by assuming he will be
unlucky on both counts.
His next step is to try to overcome the imagined bad luck. He
notes that if the spades are favorably divided he might be able to
establish a spade winner to take
care of one of his losing clubs, and
that this possibility can be pursued
without relinquishing his other
chances for the contract.
Accordingly, he wins the diamond with the king and immediately leads a spade. West follows
low, and East takes the jack with
the king. Let's say East returns a
diamond to the ace, whereupon
South ruffs a low spade.
Declarer then cashes the A-K
oftrumps,discovering that he does
in fact have to lose a trump trick,
and ruffs a diamond with dummy's
ten. When he next trumps anA conscientious declarer other low spade, West's ace falls,
starts the play of each hand with and the contractsuddenly becomes
the feeling that if anything can go secure. South later discards a club
wrong, it will go wrong. He then on the queen of spades and loses
attempts to guard against every only three tricks — aspade,a heart
type of misfortune he can think of. and a club.
Note that if declarer ignores
Accordingly, when South first
views the dummy at four hearts, the spades at the outset and inhe takes the somber view that he stead relies on a favorable trump
might lose a spade,a heart and two split or on finding West with the
clubs and go down one. He realizes club ace, he goes down. The prache might not have to lose a trump tice of looking for a way to agset
trick and that he will lose only one potential bad luck pays handsome
club trick if West has the ace. but dividends from time to time.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•QJ 7 4 3
•10 86
•A5
tibicQ 2
EAST
WEST
416K 1095
4 A82
V Q 53
112
•Q J 10 4
*8732
ith A J 108
+964
SOUTH
+6
VAKJ 974
•K 96
+753
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
Pass
1+
1V
Pass
4V
Pass
2•
Openinglead—queenofdiamonds.
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I THOUGHT I WAGGON&
BECAUSE. you SIGNED
THE AGREEMENT BEFORE -0 HAVE To LeAvE.
HER BEHIND;
THE NEW "NO PETS"
REGULATION, yOU CAN
prN
KEEP DIXIE ,1
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you CAN KEEP
BOTH E-NDSI

1 urge
4 Reflection
9 Actor —
Vigoda
12 Help-wanted
abbr
13 He played
Phileas Fogg
14 Financial
average
15 Marciano stat
16 — onto (seize)
17 Jab
18 Recognized
20 Hosp section
21 Wynn or Lopat
23 Hagen of the
stage
24 Excuses
28 Woof
30 Make lots
32 Han — of "Star
Wars"
34 Dutch airline
35 Harvard rival
36 Full of pep
39 Use hair rollers
40 Bowling group
2

I

18

iil
I

grp.
55 Notes
56 Sol
57 Tire pressure
meas.
58 Intended
59 Briny expanse
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
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To date
Startled cry
Alcove
Gold bars
Brewers home
Cosmetics
brand
Sparkler
Em successor
Big fuss
— choy
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time for all
foxes to jump over
the lazy dos,

....0AIEHOW. THAT DOESN'T
SEEM QUITE RIGHT
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.
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Now is the

11 Bleater
17 — to in the
know)
19 Frat letter
20 Cotton gin
name
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. June 4. the
155th day of 2002. There are 210
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On June 4. 1942. the Battle of
Midway began during World War
On this date:
In 1812, the Louisiana Territory
,was renamed the Missouri Territory.
In 1892. the Sierra Club was incorporated in San Francisco.
In 1939. the SS St. Louis. carrying more than 900 Jewish refugees
from Germany. was turned away
from the Florida coast.
In 1986. Jonathan Jay. Pollard. a
former Navy intelligence analyst.
pleaded guilty in Washington to
spying for Israel. (He is serving a
.
hfe prison term.)
In 1989. hundreds, possibly
thousands, of people died as Chinese army troops stormed Beijing to
crush a pro-democracy movement.
In 1998. a federal judge sentenced Terry Nichols to life in
prison for his role in the Oklahoma
City bombing.
Ten years ago: President George
H.W. Bush held a news conference
in which he said he understood
Americans fascination with Ross.
Perot, but predicted that voters
would eventually ask. "How are
you going to do it?" The U.S. Postal
Service announced the results of a
nationwide vote on the Elvis
Presley stamp, saying more people
preferred the "younger Elvis- design.
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STARTED WITH
AN EASIER
ONE

Answer to Previous Puzzle

3

OW!OW! NOW
.1!A_Y HEAD HURTS!
SHOULD'VE

41 Litigate
43 True
44 Before noon
45 Fragrant
compound
47 Leafs rib
50 Crusty cheese
51 Strange
54 Winter Games

ACROSS

1

LIKE,CAN TOADS GIVE
I'M AT A POINT IN MY LIFE
J WARTS TO EACH OTHER?
WHEN IT'S TIME TO ASK
MYSELF THE HARD QUESTIONS, t•.
GARFIELD
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38 Most
appealing
42 Shoe width
45 Humorist —
Bombeck
46 Motown's
Diana —
47 CEO, perhaps
48 Dawn goddess
49 Here, in
Cannes
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52 Unpaid, as a
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53 Molecular
biology topic
55 Livy's 2000
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RegionalBriefs
U.S. Supreme Court
reverses retrial
over escape
FRANKFORT, ks) (AP) — An
appeals court's decision to grant a
new trial to an inmate charged in a
mass escape from the Kentucky
State Penitentiary was reversed by
'the U.S. Supreme Court on Monday.
The justices ordered the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals to reconsider the ruling. The order was posted on the Supreme Court's Web site.
The inmate, Derrick Quintero,
was among eight inmates involved
in a breakout from the maximumsecurity penitentiary in 1988.
Quintero also was convicted,
with inmates Billy Hall and James
Blanton, of niurdering an elderly
couple in the course of a fugitive
flight through Tennessee. The rulings in the escape case did not affect
Quintero's murder conviction, for
EDWARD SHERIDAN,Ledger & Times photo
MONDAY WRECK ... A Kentucky State Police trooper gathers information during an investigation which he is on death row in
Tennessee.
into an accident two miles north of New Concord, Ky., on KY 121 South that occurred Monday
A three-judge panel of the
morning. According to the KSP, Jennifer L. Knopf. 19, of Springfield, Tenn., was southbound on
appeals court ruled last June that
121 when she apparently ran off the roadway, overcorrected, struck an embankment and over- Quintero's right to an impartial jury
turned. She was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital, where she was treated for was violated in his trial on the
chest injuries and released. The report stated Knopf was wearing a seat belt at the time of the escape charge because seven of his
accident, which was approximately 10:40 a.m. State police were assisted by the Calloway County jurors earlier convicted some of his
Sheriff's Department, Calloway County Fire and Rescue, and Murray-Calloway County fellow escapees. Quintero's lawyer
should have objected, the panel
Ambulance.
said.
But the U.S. Supreme Court
ordered the case reconsidered in
light of its ruling last week that a
defender's silence may be a strate-

Suspect in Memphis coroner
attack is death penalty foe
By WOODY BAIRD
Smith was attacked. Cavanaugh
Associated Press Writer
said, because of his courtroom testiMEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP) — A mony last year that helped keep
death penalty opponent with strong convicted killer Philip Workman on
religious beliefs is believed to be the death row.
attacker who tied the city's chief
The weekend attacker is believed
medical examiner with barbed wire to be the author of three letters writand strapped a bomb to his chest. ten last year making threats against
authorities say.
Smith. The author referred to Smith
The bomb did not explode and as a "spawn of Satan" and called
medical examiner O.C. Smith Workman a "lamb of God."
escaped serious injury.
Workman is on death row conBut the bomber, whose identity victed of killing a Memphis police
remains unknown, is still on the officer during a restaurant robbery
loose and dangerous, the Bureau of in 1981. •
Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms said
Cavanaugh said the attacker is
Monday.
also responsible for three bombs
"Anybody who might know the placed in a stairwell of the Shelby
perpetrator could be in danger," County Forensic Center in March.
James Cavanaugh. the chief ATF
Those bomb's, hidden near
agent in Tennessee. told a news con- Smith's office, were discovered by a
ference.
janitor and. destroyed by Memphis
police. -

John Deere

2002

Cavanaugh said the letters. the
bombs in March and now the assault
on Smith show the attacker is growing bolder and more dangerous.
Cavanaugh said he did not knov
why the bomb strapped to Smith's
chest did not explode.
Smith,49. was attacked Saturday
night as he left work at the forensic
center, which is on the campus of
the University of Tennessee medical
school.
A security guard found him 2 1/2
hours later lying in a parking lot,
bound and gagged.
Police removed the bomb and
disabled it. The remains were sent to
an ATF lab in Atlanta.
The bomb was homemade,crude
and similar in construction to the
ones left at the forensic center in
March. It was capable of causing
death or serious injury.

Don't forget
to get your
COPY of the
LEDGER &
TIMES for
the weekend
yard sales
going on
in our
community

gic move, not bad lawyering.
In Quintero's state-level appeals,
the Kentucky Supreme Court and
Kentucky Court of Appeals declined
to address the jury-prejudice claim.
Hall, like Quintero, is on
Tennessee's death row. Blanton died
of a heart attack in 1999.

Web site makes
reporting Ky. road
hazards easi▪er
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
new Web site provides access to
various government agencies making it easier to report road hazards
and other unsafe conditions and to
help consumers evaluate health care
providers.
The Kentucky Family Safety
Foundation's
Web
site
—
www.kyfamilysafety.org — provides links to the Kentucky
Department of Insurance. Medicare.
the Consumer Product Safety
Commission, Better Business
Bureau, Kentucky Bar Association
and other licensing boards and government agencies.
The foundation was started in
1998 by a group of Kentucky attor-

neys who wanted to help prevent
injuries. It is primarily funded by
attorneys and is run by a staff of volunteers.

New tax and
constitutional
convention bill offered
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Sen. David Fowler on Monday presented a new variation of his income
tax/sales tax/constitutional convention plan to the Senate Finance
Committee. He will seek a committee vote on it today.
Fowler's plan consists of several
steps, with some being contingent
on the outcome of a vote on whether
to call a constitutional convention
on
taxes. Fowler, R-Signal
Mountain, presented it as a viable
alternative to either the 4.5 percent
flat rate income tax House Speaker
Jimmy Naifeh has proposed, and a
no-new-taxes budget that would
make deep cuts in state services.
"The Senate does not really want
to pass the DOGS (Downsizing
Ongoing Government Services)
budget," Fowler said. "I think the
majority are ready to begin work on
an alternative tax plan."
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Home of the Special Bean Roll

New LUNCH MENU
It's an EXPRESS SPECIAL DEAL kind of thing
Served Monday - Friday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
SPECIALS
New Salads, Soups and favorite Cajun Dishes
COMBINATIONS
Mix and match soups, sandwiches and salads
to fit every appetite
FEATURED ITEMS
Items from our regular menu at "It's a Deal" prices
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-Midnight. Sun. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

-1005 Arcadia Circle

759-8866

HUTSON AG
ti(277 LAWN TRACTOR
•Durable V-Twin, air cooled 17-hp engine
with full -pressure lubrication with
replacable filter for improved reliability
and longer life
•Twin Touch Automatic Transmission Control
•Comes Standard with Cruise Control
•Available with 42, 48 or 54 inch
convertible mower deck

1111).E.L'JJ

SST16 ZERO-TURNING
RADIUS LAWN TRACTOR
• Durable TWIrl, di cooled 15 hp engthe vvith
full -pressure lubrication with replacable filter
for improved reliability and longer life
•Zero-turn radius helps you trim around
oblects quicker
•Twin Touch® two-pedal automatic transmission
• Available with 42 or 48 inch
convertible mower deck
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If you've always wanted to own the very best of something(and realize some special offers in the bargain) now's the time.
John Deere quality lives in everything we build. From Lawn Tractors and Lawn & Garden Tractors to attachments. Don't

)04-IN DEERE

put off that dream any longer. Capture it now, at your participating dealer, through June 21, 2002.

NOTHING RUNS LIKE A DEERE6

www.JohnDeere.corn

GREEN CARPET SERVICE AVAILABLE 24/7.
AFTER HOUR SERVICE CALL: 1-866-HUTSONAG
Ath
%EY

Monday-Friday

CLARKSVILLE

MAYFIELD

MQ_RGANFIELD

PRINCETON

RUSSELLVILLE

1902 Wilmo Rudolph Blvd
931 647 0029
800 676 0029

1201 Fulton Rood
800•247-4451

118 Jim Veatch Rood
South US #60
800 633 1557

1117 Hopkinsville Rood

250 Shelton lane
800 726 7172

Highway #91 South
800 734 2011

7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p

in

Saturday
1.00 a m

4 00 p m

www.hutsonsag.cota
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